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Abstract

Recent years have seen substantial increases in the size of data sets. With this increase
there has become an ever important need for effective visualization techniques which enable
underlying patterns and trends to be perceived. In this project, we focus on the visual-
ization of large, high-dimensional, time-dependent, abstract data with vector components.
The visualization of data of this nature is particularly challenging. Multi-dimensional vi-
sualization techniques are currently the most promising approach. However, utilizing such
data can introduce the problems of occlusion, over-plotting, and slower rendering speeds.
Furthermore, many data sets now consist of components originating from differing spatial
domains. Existing multi-dimensional visualization techniques affiliate all data attributes
within the same spatial domain, this is disadvantageous in contrast to visualizing attributes
in the domain they stem from. We introduce the notion of coupling spatial domains to-
gether, to create one visual aide, this offers distinct advantages over other methods. In this
project, we demonstrate this idea through a new visualization technique, integrating parallel
coordinates with spherical coordinates, enabling the exploration, analysis, and presentation
of large, high-dimensional, time-dependent, abstract data consisting of three-dimensional
vector components. Throughout this project, we demonstrate our techniques using marine
wildlife behavior data, provided by the Biology Department at Swansea University.
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1 Introduction and Motivation

Data visualization is the process of creating graphical abstractions of data which enable under-
lying patterns and trends within data sets to be perceived, for both sense-making and communi-
cation. Recent advances in both processing power and memory capacity have seen a substantial
increase in the size of data sets. With this increase there has become an ever important interest
in the research field of data visualization and the need for effective graphical representations of
data fit for this purpose.

An emerging topic in the past decade within the field of data visualization is the sub-field in-
formation visualization. This is the study of abstract data, that is, data which does not exist
in a spatial domain. Its the visualization experts job to map data to a suitable spatial domain
and layout, from which insight can be gained into data. Conversely, a spatial mapping is given
within the field of scientific visualization, as data already belongs in space (E.g. medical data).
Creating an effective spatial mapping of data is a difficult and demanding task. This makes
information visualization a diverse and challenging research area.

Furthermore, within the field of information visualization different types of abstract data exist.
These may include, geographical, text, and sensor data, to name a few. In this project we are
concerned with multi-dimensional sensor data. Multi-dimensional data consists of a variable
amount of data dimensions. In a table, data dimensions are analogous to columns, with rows
corresponding to data items. Typically, users undertaking tasks involving multi-dimensional
data want to discover patterns and trends occurring between data dimensions to gain an under-
standing of the relationships between dimensions and data distributions. The visualization of
multi-dimensional data is challenging when considering, visual mapping, dimensionality, inter-
action, and data abstraction [Cha06].

In addition to the challenges presented by multi-dimensional data, data may also be of a large,
time-dependent nature. That is, the data contains a large number of data items, each of which
is ordered by a temporal component, otherwise known as time-step. Overall, the visualization
of large, temporal, high-dimensional, abstract data to enable exploration, analysis and presen-
tation is challenging.

Many visualization techniques exist for multi-dimensional data, Chan et al. [Cha06] provide a
nice survey of multi-dimensional visualization techniques. Parallel coordinates, first introduced
by Inselberg [Ins85] is one of the most popular and widely used techniques. We utilize and
extend this technique during this project. As common with most multi-dimensional visualiza-
tion techniques, problems arise when utilizing large data sets. Usually these issues consist of:
occlusion, over-plotting and slower rendering speeds [GPS+11]. Figure 1 displays a parallel
coordinates plot visualizing a large data set (1,048,566 records). It is not possible to perceive
underlying trends in the data set, due to the large amount of visual clutter present, more poly-
lines are rendered than available pixels [GPS+11]. Additionally, the effective representation of
time-oriented data to enable the extraction of temporal patterns within parallel coordinates is
an unsolved problem.
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Figure 1: A parallel coordinates visualization utilizing our large high-dimensional animal be-
havior data set. More polylines are rendered than available pixels leading to occlusion and
overplotting. Image Credit: Geng et al [GPS+11].

Along with the previous outlined downfalls, multi-dimensional visualization techniques asso-
ciate each data attribute with the same spatial domain. For example, each data dimension in
the traditional parallel coordinates technique is represented by a singular vertical parallel axis.
Attributes are more naturally represented in the spatial domain they originate from, such as,
three-dimensional vector data in a spherical coordinate system [GJL+09], as shown in Figure 2.
As a result of this, traditional parallel coordinates is a visualization technique best suited for
data consisting entirely of scalar attributes as these are represented by one-dimensional axes.
One solution to addressing this problem is to create multiple views, separating data attributes
into their own visualizations representing them in their natural domains. However, this is disad-
vantageous in contrast to creating one stand-alone visual aide, enabling the direct comparison
between data attributes.

In this project we introduce the notion of integrating differing spatial domains together to
generate one visual aide, enabling data attributes to be represented in the spatial domain they

Figure 2: Acceleration vector data visualized in a spherical coordinate system. This is a more
natural domain for vector data. Image Credit: Grundy et al [GJL+09].
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originate from. This gives rise to the challenge of linking varying spatial domains together
to create a distinctive link which enables direct comparison and relationships to be extracted
between data dimensions. Large data poses specific challenges in introducing occlusion and
over-plotting. Furthermore, the representation of the temporal component of our data such
that users can extract temporal patterns is also challenging. To summarize, we investigate and
create novel visualization approaches for addressing these problems, resulting in this document
providing the following contributions:

• approaches to address over-plotting and occlusion,

• methods to link higher-order data attributes to multiple data attributes,

• application to real-world time-dependent, high-dimensional, abstract data.

We demonstrate the concept of coupling together differing spatial domains through the coupling
of parallel coordinates with spherical coordinates. In doing this, we join together the advan-
tages of spherical coordinates for the visualization of three-dimensional vector data with those
of parallel coordinates for interrogating large, time series, multi-variate data. The naive joining
of the two leads to many problems. Firstly, the computational complexity of parallel coordi-
nates means rendering speeds can be slow, due to the amount of polylines rendered. Secondly,
an occlusion problem occurs from rendering more polylines than available pixels. We investi-
gate and create visualization techniques to address and mitigate these problems. Our resulting
technique, increases the understanding of large, temporal, high-dimensional, abstract data with
three-dimensional vector components and is advantageous in assisting users to discover trends
and patterns they previously would not have been able to identify.

Throughout this project we utilize biological marine wildlife behavior data of a large, multi-
dimensional, time-dependent nature from the Biology Department at Swansea University. This
data consists of tri-axial accelerometer (three-dimensional vector) samples, as well as, several
additional attributes, such as, temperature and infra-red. From this data it should be possible
for the biologists to identify an animals’ locale environment and activity. However, because of
the large, time-dependent, high-dimensional nature of the data sets obtained, this is a chal-
lenging and cognitively demanding task. We use our visualizations to strengthen the Biologists
understanding of their data.

The rest of this document is organized as follows.

• Chapter 2 - Presents related visualization techniques relevant to the project. Featuring a
survey on the visualization of multi-dimensional, time-oriented data.

• Chapter 3 - Outlines background information to the project. This includes, an introduction
to the marine wildlife data set, and a brief history of time-series visualization.

• Chapter 4 - Illustrates the design and implementation of our visualization software.

• Chapter 5 - Demonstrates our visualization techniques produced and associated user-
options.

• Chapter 6 - Reports feedback on our visualization techniques through a domain expert
review, and through our company partners.
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Figure 3: Three time-series graphs displaying the X,Y and Z components of the sensed tri-axial
accelerometry data. This stacked graph format is typical of what was used during the biologists
early data analysis tasks. Image Credit: Grundy et al [GJL+09]

• Chapter 7 - Wraps up the document with a conclusion and identifies research areas requir-
ing further work.

2 Related Work

In this section we introduce existing work related to the project. We summarize existing vi-
sualization techniques for tri-axial accelerometry data, and give a survey of techniques for the
visualization of multi-dimensional time-series data.

2.1 Tri-Axial Accelerometry Visualization

Early data analysis tasks of the tri-axial accelerometry data undertaken by the biologists con-
sisted of multiple, large, two dimensional time intensity graphs. Each data attribute is repre-
sented by an individual graph, utilized in a stacked format, similar to that as show in figure 3.

Figure 4: Left (a): Spherical scatter plot showing the geometric distribution of accelerometer
data. Right (b): Spherical histogram showing common animal movements through aggregated
histogram bars. Height represents data frequency. Image Credit: Grundy et al [GJL+09]
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Deriving an animals behavior is a time consuming and cognitively demanding process. The user
needs to integrate between multiple plots, usually five or more [GJL+09] to be able to recon-
struct the acceleration vector among other attributes and finally derive an animals’ activity. In
addition, because of the large nature of the data sets, in a fixed screen space it is typical for
occlusion and over-plotting to occur.

Grundy et al [GJL+09]. showed the visualization of tri-axial marine wildlife data using three-
dimensional spherical coordinates. Spherical scatter plots (Figure 4 left) show the geometric
distribution of data, and spherical histograms (Figure 4 right) show common animal move-
ments. While this is effective at exploring tri-axial data, this does not provide a comprehensive
multi-variate solution, only two additional attributes can be visualized at any one time through
utilizing color and depth.

Blaas et al [BBG+09]. visualize higher-order state transitions between behavior labeled tri-axial
data. Their visualization displays state transitions of behaviors within the context of the state
they occur in. This is advantageous by providing easy-to-follow transition paths as well as mak-
ing it possible to perceive common behavior transitions.

Ware et al. [WAPW06] present trackplot, a geo-spatial visualization tool for marine wildlife data.
Their application recreates pseudo-tracks recorded from the tri-axial accelerometers and com-

Figure 5: Various pseudo-tracks representing the kinematic patterns from Whales in the wild.
Image Credit: Ware et al http://ccom.unh.edu/vislab/projects/trackplot.html
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pass sensors utilizing a dead-reckoning approach. Figure 5 shows their visualization technique.
Tracks are represented by ribbons, enabling orientation and roll information to be encoded.
Arrows are textured onto paths for directional information. In addition, various add-ons can
be placed onto paths for representing angular changes, burst and glides in acceleration, and
side-rolls to make them more distinctive. Users can interact with pseudo-tracks using play-back
to follow the track. Their system is one of the success stories of visualization, having played a
crucial role in discovering foraging patterns within Whales.

2.2 Visualization of Multi-Variate Time-Oriented Data

Effectively representing temporal patterns in multi-variate visualizations is challenging. Time
is closely coupled to each data dimension and should be encoded to show this. Rosenberg et
al. [RG10] along with Aigner et al. [AMST11] present comprehensive introductions to general
time-series visualization techniques. We undertake a survey of existing visualization approaches
for multi-dimensional time series data sets. We categorize papers in terms of both the maxi-
mum number of data attributes visualized, as well as the data durations visualized. We further
categorize these papers into event-based and time-series data, an explanation of these categories
follows. The papers from Grundy et al [GJL+09]. and Blaas et al [BBG+09]. have been previ-
ously discussed, however, these are included in our categorization, as identified in Table 1.

We classify time-oriented data into two sub-fields. These are, event-based data (highlighted
yellow ) and time-series data (highlighted green ). Event-based data can be thought of as data-
streams, that is, discrete data sampled at uneven intervals of time. Events within a data stream
may occur at any time, with varying gaps between sequential time-steps. Conversely, time-series
data can be thought of as sensed data, that is, continuous data sampled at regular intervals of
time. Often time-series data is recorded through the use of a sensor, sampled at a regular
frequency. Time-series data is the nature of our marine wildlife data, as a result of this, our
main research interest is of research techniques associated with time-series data. However, the
visualization techniques presented for event-based data are still relevant in their representations
of dealing with time across multiple dimensions. We therefore choose to include both of these
sub-categories in our survey and categorize by these.
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Number of Data
Attributes Versus
Time

One to Four
Attributes

Five to Nine
Attributes

Ten to
Nineteen
Attributes

Twenty+
Attributes

Less than one hour [BCP+06]

Hours [GJL+09]

[BBG+09]

[KBH04]

[GPS+11]

Days [CLT+11]

[ARH12]

Months [KBK11] [ZCPB11]

Years [TS08]

[CLT+11]

[HHN00]

[FW10]

Ten+ Years [JE10]

[BM04]

[JCJ05] [QCX+07] [TH10]

Unknown Duration [KSS04]

[TAS]

[MHSG02]

[FCI05]

[JME10]

[PI03]

[JLC07]

Table 1: This table shows our categorization of research papers by number of data attributes and
duration visualized. We further classify time-oriented data into, event-based data (highlighted
yellow ) and time-series data (highlighted green ).

2.2.1 Visualization of Multi-Variate Time-Series Data

In this section we outline the related work utilizing time-series data of a continuous phenomena.
Papers are sorted in ascending order of the number of dimensions visualized.

One to Four Attributes
Kosara et al. [KBH04] present an extension to the traditional two-dimensional histogram vi-
sualization technique, to additionally encode time. Their approach enables the extraction and
perception of temporal patterns within CFD data. The authors achieve this by creating sev-
eral two and three-dimensional visualizations which present the data and temporal patterns in
different ways. In three-dimensions, the standard two-dimensional histogram visualization is
extended along an additional axis to deal with two data dimensions. The standard 1D his-
tograms are drawn as cuboids, with one bar for each time step. Bars are placed side by side to
create a matrix, with each row representing a singular time-step and each column the additional
data dimension. The height of bars represents binned data frequency. Figure 6 displays the
TimeHistogram technique, an overview of temporal information and patterns associated with a
dimension can be perceived.

Furthermore to this, the authors present two-dimensional techniques to show temporal patterns
in static images. These are through: projecting the height dimension to the background of a
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Figure 6: This figure shows the TimeHistogram visualization technique, a direct extension of the
two-dimensional histogram visualization technique to encode temporal patterns. An additional
dimension is used to encode the time dimension, depicting how a data atribute changes over
time. Image Credit: [KBH04]

traditional 2D plot, point mode where colored disks represent the past and future values of each
bin, and a line mode where time versus intensity line-charts are drawn inside each histogram bar.

Aigner et al. [ARH12] present an evaluation of the smooth semantic time zooming (STZ) tech-
nique, which provides smooth transitions between quantitative data and qualitative abstraction
representations at different zoom levels. Spatial position is used to encode quantitative data and
color coding for the combined qualitative abstractions. STZ utilizes minimal screen space due
to its combined approach. The authors evaluate this technique by comparing the STZ method
with an already proven effective system, KNAVE-II. Within this application, quantitative data
and qualitative abstractions are displayed separately, using visual encoding for both attributes.
Subjects are given a series of comparison tasks and lookup tasks for evaluation to find the most
effective method. The results find the STZ technique performs as ’good as the KNAVE-II ap-
proach, excelling in complex tasks’. Furthermore, the STZ approach utilizes a smaller display
area making it useful when screen space is of the essence.

Five to Nine Attributes
Zhao et al. [ZCPB11] present an interactive, visual analysis lensing technique to support more
elaborate data analysis tasks. These include, visualizing derived values, identifying correlations,
or anomalies, without the need to derive new time series visualizations. The authors achieve
this by introducing a novel user interaction lens technique, called Chronolenses. Chronolenses
are over-laid on top of traditional time-series graphs by user-selection and display derived data
through time-series graphs by on the fly transformations of data points. Features include: scal-
ing data values, displaying magnification, remove mean, 1st derivative as well as deriving data
through the use of multiple lenses for subtraction, aggregation and cross correlation.
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Figure 7: An image displaying Angular Histograms, a method of providing an overview of
the frequency and angles of polylines at set intervals along each axis in a parallel coordinates
visualization. Image Credit: Geng et al. [GPS+11]

Geng et al. [GPS+11] present two histogram based binning techniques for displaying an overview
of the distribution of large data sets within parallel coordinates. Their techniques are advan-
tageous in assisting to mitigate both occlusion and overplotting. They achieve this by creating
two techniques. Firstly, Angular histograms, each polyline is treated as a vector, binning the
magnitude (frequency) and direction (angle of lines) between each axis. From this binning pro-
cess the frequency and average angle is used to construct angular histograms for each bin on
each axis. The resulting visualization encodes the most common data items and their relation
to the neighboring axes. Histograms are split if an axis contains a large variance of upward and
downward lines. The second technique presented, attribute curves, show data outliers which
frequency-based techniques do not usually show. Attribute curves use angular frequency dis-
tance as a binning strategy.

Tominkski et al. [TA04] present a series of different three-dimensional axes based layouts which
expose time as a central axis, tightly coupled with all the other data attributes. The advan-
tages of time-series visualizations are joined with the advantages of axes-based visualizations
for multivariate data to enable both temporal and multi-dimensional patterns to be perceived.
The authors achieve this by coupling each data attribute with the time axis by visual arrange-

Figure 8: This image shows the time-wheel visualization. Here, axes are radially aligned around
a central time axis. Lines are drawn between the time axis and all the other data dimensions,
this closely couples all of the data dimensions with their temporal components. Image Credit:
Tominkski et al. [TA04]
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Figure 9: This figure shows Depth Cue Parallel Coordinates. Here we can see where in time
data items are positioned and where changes occur, illustrated through decreases in saturation
correlating to time. Image Credit: Johansson et al [JLC07]

ment. Two visual layouts are proposed. Firstly, the time-wheel visualization (Figure 8), axes
are radially arranged with the time axis placed in the center. Similar to the parallel coordinates
visualization technique, a singular colored line segment makes a connection between a time value
and the other data attributes. The second technique presented is the multi-comb. Here, all the
axes are radially arranged, either connected together to form a closed path or extruding out-
wards from the center. Line graphs are drawn along each axis and can be mirrored to show the
relationship with neighboring axes. Further extensions to these techniques are presented and
discussed by Tominski et al. [TAS] in a follow up poster paper.

Bale et al. [BCP+06] present Kaleidomaps, a visualization technique to assist in the under-
standing, interpretation and comparison of data dimensions for the detection and extraction
of periodic patterns. The authors achieve this by effectively wrapping cascade plots around a
circle, in a radial layout format to form a ring. A two-dimensional display is utilized due to the
limitations of using three-dimensions. A circle is split into equal segments, with one segment
assigned for visualizing each variable. Two time axes are utilized, one along the radius and
an additional time-axis along the circle arc. Color is used in each cell to encode the value of
the corresponding data item. The information seeking mantra is utilized to allow users to drill
down into time and frequency to uncover relationships. Brushing and linking with line-graphs
is utilized, along with, signal processing techniques.

Johansson et al. [JLC07] present an extension to parallel coordinates for visualizing temporal
patterns to enable the perception of where and when changes occur in the data. The authors
achieve this through two techniques: Temporal Density Parallel Coordinates (TDPC) and Depth
Cue Parallel Coordinates (DCPC). Both of these advancements are based on rendering polygons
instead of traditional polylines in parallel coordinates. TDPC visualizes the amount of change
occurring between time steps, this enables the regions with the highest and lowest amount of
change over time to be perceived. DCPC visualizes where in time data items are positioned
and where changes occur, this enables the change between time steps to be perceived. Figure 9
shows DCPC, using this visualization its possible to see where and when changes occur.

Johansson et al. [JCJ05] present an extension to the parallel coordinates technique into three-
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Figure 10: This figure shows the multi-guage (left) and multi-bar (right) visualization for perceiv-
ing the current and historical values of multiple instruments. Current data values are displayed
through needles, while historical values are encoded through the saturation of additional bars.
Image Credit: Matkovic et al. [MHSG02]

dimensions for visualizing temporal patterns. Enabling a single dimensions relationship with all
the other other dimensions to be perceived. The authors achieve this by placing the attribute of
interest (Time)in the center of a 3D environment, with the other axes radially aligned around it.
Polylines are drawn between the central axis and the radially aligned axes. This is advantageous
when utilizing time as the central axis, allowing for all data values to be perceived in relation to
specific points in time. This technique is a three-dimensional extension to the time-wheel layout
presented by Tominski et al. [TA04]

Matkovic et al. [MHSG02] present a new method of visualizing data recorded from monitoring
devices. Their method enables the user to perceive the current values of multiple instruments,
while additionally encoding historical values into them. Currently, analogue instruments or a
digital counterpart are the de-facto visualization technique for such data. The authors achieve
this by modifying/extending the functionality of two types of instruments. The gauge a radial
display, where the angle of a needle from vertical position corresponds to a data value, and a bar
instrument similar to a bar chart where height corresponds to a data value. Firstly, historical
data values are encoded through the use of saturation, small lines are drawn to represent data
values, the lines of older values feature less saturation, while the lines of more recent values
feature more saturation. A needle points to the current data value. Multi-instruments are in-
troduced which enable the visualization of several data sources simultaneously. Figure 10 shows
this. Additional needle bars are mapped to each instrument to display each data source, this
is advantageous in allowing the comparison of multiple values, along with utilizing less screen
space while representing the same information. Figure 10 displays the multi-instrument devices.

A level-of-detail, focus + context view is used to save screen space and enable the user to ’dis-
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Figure 11: A parallel coordinates plot integrated with a static polar coordinates axis visualizing
Hong Kong weather data. The polar coordinate axis encodes wind direction. Image Credit: Qu
et al. [QCX+07]

card’ redundant information. Focus + Context is used such that user can zoom in on specified
instruments, while maintaining context with the surrounding environment. For example, at the
highest level a simple ’ok/not ok’ visualization may be shown. The user can expand this to see,
for example, an average sensor value. At a lower-level again, a collection of instruments may
be shown on a multi-instrument. Finally, at the lowest level each sensor is shown on its own
individual instrument. Collision avoidance is used to avoid instruments overlapping when the
level of detail changes. The authors demonstrate their technique in 3D space, here instruments
can be anchored into position and projected onto a 2D plane such that they are always visible
from all angles.

Fanea et al. [FCI05] present a method for integrating time into the parallel coordinates visual-
ization technique. Time is coupled together with each of the axes, to make it possible to perceive
temporal patterns in terms of all data dimensions. Their technique is not just limited to time,
but enables the direct comparison of any data dimension with all the others. The authors achieve
this by the integration of parallel coordinates with star glyphs. Parallel coordinates is extend
into three-dimensions, with star glyphs attached to each axis, such that there is one glyph per
dimension. Spikes in the star glyph represent a singular time-step, with the length of each spike
encoding a singular data value. The tips of subsequent spikes are joined to create a shape.
Polylines can be used to connect the same time step along glyphs, this assists in perceiving
correlations between dimensions. However, this may introduce clutter when visualizing larger
data sets.

Ten to Nineteen Attributes
Qu et al. [QCX+07] present a visualization technique for large, high-dimensional weather data
consisting of a two dimensional vector attribute. The authors present their novel visualization
which enable the visualization of both multi-variate scalar attributes and a two-dimensional
vector (wind speed and direction) attribute. They achieve this by integrating parallel coordinates
with a polar coordinate plot, a more natural spatial domain for two dimensional vector data.
Wind direction is encoded as an S-shape polar axis and wind speed as an additional axis. Lines
are drawn directly from the polar plot to the neighboring parallel axes. Circular pixel bar charts
are used for brushing area on the polar plot. In addition, weighted complete graphs are utilized
to show an overview of the relationships between attributes.

Javed et al. [JME10] explore and evaluate the perception of multiple time series line graphs by
user performance. Graphs compared in their study include: Simple line graphs, Small Multiples
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Figure 12: This image shows four extensions to the traditional line-graph visualization technique.
These are, (a) traditional line-graph technique, (b) braided graphs, (c) small multiples, and (d)
horizon graphs. Image Credit: Javed et al. [JME10]

(A separate filled graph for each time series), Braided Graph (Filled line graphs interleaved in
a shared space layout) and Horizon Graphs (A split space technique where by: negative values
are reflected to positive axis, value range is split into a discrete range and wrapped into graph
space using these bands). Figure 12 displays these techniques.

Using the following evaluation criteria each graph is classified by:

• Space management - Shared or split space,

• Space per series - Amount of vertical display space per series,

• Identity - Ability to distinguish between time series,

• Baseline - Common y axis base or individual y axis for each graph,

• Visual clutter - Amount of clutter present when visualizing large time series.

Utilizing this classification, the authors identify under which circumstances each of these tech-
niques is best suited for data analysis purposes. A user study is conducted with the following
tasks: Maximum (Finding the time series with highest value at a specified point in time), Slope
(Finding the time series with the highest increase from the whole series) and discrimination
(Determining which time series, out of multiple time series had the highest value at a point
specific to each series). The authors results found that the shared space techniques are best for
local tasks (when tasks span a limited horizontal display width), where as split space techniques
are best for dispersed tasks (when tasks span the entire display width).

Twenty Plus Attributes
Forlines et al. [FW10] present Wakame, a system to enable the visualization and exploration of
high-dimensional, spatial-temporal data. Furthermore, novel interactions for finding interesting
portions of data are introduced. Wakame, utilizes both two and three-dimensional views. In
3D, radar-graph profiles are designed, with their shape representing a singular time-step. These
are are extruded into 3D, utilizing height for time. Shapes are placed on a 2D map in the
corresponding spatial locations they represent. In 3D, objects may occlude each other because
there is a lower data/pixel ratio. However, utilizing 3D shapes have advantages, such as, un-
familiar shapes standing out in memory. Additionally, its possible to encode more information
in three-dimensions. As a result of this, the authors make it possible to collapse 3D objects to
2D where they are represented as time-series graphs, positioned in their geo-spatial locations.
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Figure 13: The Stack Zooming technique displays stacks of line graphs in a hierarchical format.
Each lower level in the hierarchy represents a deeper zoom of the parent graph. Image Credit:
Javed et al. [JE10]

The hierarchical structure of spatial variables can be used to reduce the complexity of the scene
and provide summarized information for each level in the hierarchy. A hierarchical time axis
widget is used for navigation, with color representing how neighboring time-steps differ to each
other. An intelligent camera positioning algorithm is used to present the user with the optimal
position, orientation and zoom to best view a selected Wakame.

2.2.2 Visualization of Multi-Variate Event-Based Data

In this section, we outline related work utilizing event-based data, visualizing discrete events
that occur an uneven intervals. Papers are sorted in ascending order of the number of dimensions
visualized.

One to Four Attributes
Tekusova et al. [TS08] present a novel visualization technique for large, multi-dimensional, time-
dependent, hierarchical data. Their technique depicts both structure and changes in data compo-
nents over time, as well as providing a multi-dimensional visualization for additional attributes.
The authors achieve this by utilizing three dimensional circular and column plots. Animation
is used to convey time, while additional attributes are represented by section height and color.
Progressive animation is used to provide a smooth transition between time steps by using lin-
ear interpolation. Guidelines are also used to display how bar height maps to selected data
attributes.

Javed et al. [JE10] present a multi-focus zooming technique for time-series graphs. Multi-focus
zooming aims to maintain context and temporal distance whilst zooming. The most common
technique, direct zooming does not support multi-focus zooming as zoomed in on areas become
the main focus of display space. This is tedious and confusing for the user. The authors demon-
strate their method, Stack Zooming, a less cognitively demanding zooming function for the user.
Their technique creates a hierarchy of zoomed line graphs, represented visually in a tree like
structure, as shown in Figure 13. Graphs are stacked on top of each other with the whole data
set shown in a line graph at the root node, each higher level zoom is represented as a new child
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Figure 14: The CloudLine visualization displaying event data streams of politicians appearing
in the news. Large clusters of opaque circles represent a high level of activity. Image Credit:
Krstajic et al. [KBK11]

node, stacked below the root node.

Weiwei et al. [CLT+11] present a text analysis tool for assisting in understanding how and why
multiple topics in text evolve over time. The tool presented analyses topic evolution patterns,
to assist in discovering what contributes or triggers: topic birth and death, the merging and
splitting of topics, and the development and change of topics over time. Using their tool it is
possible to depict, the evolution of global topics, connections between topics, and local salient
features all with in one visualization.

The authors application, TextFlow, consists of:

• A topic mining method - Extracting a set of topics from text with the critical events or
relationships between them,

• A river flow based visualization - Conveying salient aspects of the flow,

• Iterative visual analysis - Providing the mapping between the topic mining method and
river flow visualization.

The River flow based visualization uses 3 visualization techniques to give insight into topic evo-
lution. The flow width is used to shows the overall topic trend. Glyphs encode critical events
of independent topics (E.g. Splitting + merging). Keyword threads show keyword correlations
between dependent topics.

Krstajic et al. [KBK11] present their technique, CloudLines for visualizing time dependent event
data streams in a limited display space. The data utilized consists of a new event occurring each
time a specified politician is mentioned in the media. The novelty of the paper is a compact visu-
alization which assists in data analysis for large and dynamic event stream data sets. The basic
visualization technique consists of a linear time-line with events represented on the time-line us-
ing circles. Each dimension is given is own cloud line, with the set of all CloudLines are stacked
vertically for direct comparison. To reduce overcrowding an importance function is utilized, the
amount of events is mapped to both the circles opacity and size. In order to make the best use
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Figure 15: The figure shows the Circle View visualization technique. A circular layout is utilized,
with each segment representing a data dimension. Each segment is further split to visualize a
user-defined number of time-steps. Each split corresponds to a data item encoding its data value
through color. Image Credit: Keim et al. [KSS04]

of display space, a logarithmic scale user-option is defined, this groups together old events into a
small area while giving a larger area to new incoming events. Figure 14 displays the CloudLines
visualization, recent events are more spaced out enabling direct interaction with recent events.
A lens magnification user-option is also implemented to retrieve information about condensed
old events. A cut off criteria discards old unimportant data items.

Large time-series data sets are difficult to navigate through and interpret. Berry et al. [BM04]
introduce a novel method to reduce the number of time-steps displayed and make data analysis
cognitively less demanding. The authors achieve this by utilizing the frequency based approach
binning. Bins are evenly placed along the x axis, with information about each time-series point
falling into each bin recorded. Binned information for each bin is visualized via overlayed line-
plots, box-plots and a min-max band. The number of bins is user-defined, this enables the
abstraction level to be changed upon user demand. Furthermore, clustering is used to classify
each bin, this is represented via color.

Five to Nine Attributes
Keim et al. [KSS04] present Circle View, an intuitive technique for the fast exploration of data
streams, allowing users to compare data which characteristics are constantly changing over time.
This technique is of particular interest where it is essential to acquire an insight into data fast
so users can react on data of interest. The authors achieve this by combining hierarchical vi-
sualization techniques with a circular layout. Data attributes are represented in the circular
layout through splitting the circle into K segments, where K is the number of data attributes.
Each segment is then further split into a user-defined number of time slots, representing an
aggregated window of time for the respected data attribute. Each split is filled with a color,
this corresponds to a data value. Figure 15 displays the circle view technique. The Information
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Figure 16: Stacked glyphs displaying the unemployment rates in different areas of North Car-
olina. The glyphs are made of up of stacked disks, each disks radius represents a scalar value in
time for a specified time step. Image Credit: Thakur et al. [TH10]

seeking mantra is used such that users can drill down into the visualization for more detailed
views (reducing the window of time), this enables exploratory analysis.

Ten to Nineteen Attributes
Imrich et al. [PI03] present an extension to the ThemeRiver visualization technique by Havre et
al. [HHN00]. The traditional ThemeRiver is only capable of visualizing one attribute for each
document collection. The author’s extension enables the visualization of two attributes for a
stream at a particular point in time. This is achieved by extending the two-dimensional The-
meRiver technique to three-dimensions. The x axis is still utilized for time, while the additional
y and z axis are for visualization of two attributes. A Bezier spline surface used to create the
surface, this preserves extreme points within the data set. A smooth surface is created from
which values can be derived and depicted. The authors compare their new 3D approach with a
modified 2D version of ThemeRiver which incorporates a second attribute utilizing saturation.
The results indicate that the new 3D version is far superior for visualizing two attributes.

Twenty Plus Attributes
Thakur et al. [TH10] present a technique for displaying both an overview and detailed view
of multi-attribute, time-varying quantities for geographical locations. The authors achieve this
by creating a novel glyph representation of time-varying quantities. Each point in time is
represented by a disk, further points in time are stacked on top of each other, similar to the
space time cube metaphor. Radius and color of disks are used to represent a raw or normalized
scalar value. Each glyph is spatially positioned on top of its corresponding geographical region,
as shown in figure 16.

Havre et al. [HHN00] present a method for visualizing the thematic variation in large docu-
ment collections changing over time, to perceive temporal patterns in text collections. Unlike
previous methods the authors deal with how themes change over time, in contrast to other meth-
ods focusing on the documents themselves. For example, visualizing how Shakespeares themes
changed over his life. The authors achieve this by using a river metaphor. The river flows from
left to right, with the temporal component represented by the horizontal axes. Changes in the
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Figure 17: The figure shows the Theme River visualization technique. Thematic changes in a
document collection are percived through a river metaphor. Changes in the width of colored
currents which make up the main flow indicates the strength of topics or groups in associated
documents. Image Credit: Havre et al. [HHN00]

width of the flow correlates to the strength of temporally associated documents. The width of
colored currents (subsets of the main flow) represents decreases and increases in the strength
of an individual topic or group in associated documents. The river is made into a smooth and
continuous curve by interpolating theme values over time. Currents are a single entity; as such
they disappear and reappear along the flow. Consistent color and relative position are used to
make currents easy to recognize and follow along the flow. Figure 17 displays the ThemeRiver vi-
sualization technique. Context information is displayed through the time-line, markers are used
for recording occurring events of interest. Evaluation showed ThemeRiver easy to understand
and useful for identifying trends in document collections.

3 Background

In this section we discuss background material relevant to the project. Firstly, we detail the
biological marine wildlife data we utilize throughout the project. Explaining how the data is
recorded, its uses, and some basic data analysis tasks to extract animal behavior. Finally, we
provide a brief history to time-series visualization and discuss how it is relevant to our project
in terms of data analysis.

3.1 Biological Marine Wildlife Behavioral Data

Animal behavior in the wild is a key area of biological research. The data we utilize in this
project is given to us by the Biology Department at Swansea University who are at the forefront
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Figure 18: A Daily Diary device used by the Biologists at Swansea University to indirectly
observe animal movement and behavior. Image Credit: http://www.rolexawards.com/en/

the-laureates/rorywilson-the-project.jsp

of new indirect animal monitoring techniques. Using miniature devices, called Daily Diaries
(Shown in figure 18), biologists are able to indirectly observe animal behavior and movement.
Unlike other devices, such as, GPS (Global Positioning System) and RFID (Radio-frequency
identification) which record geographical locations, Daily Diary devices are able to record actual
animal movement. In addition to this, the Daily Diary devices can be utilized on a wide variety
of animals, including aquatic animals where previous devices are unable to operate correctly due
to environmental conditions.

The Daily Diary devices are small and light weight at 42g in air, 12g in water and with a
maximum dimension of 55x30x15mm, approximately the same size as a match box [GJL+09].
Their size enables the devices to be used on a large variety of animals for up to several days.
Different versions of the Daily Diary devices exist for aquatic, aerial, and land animals, consisting
of different sensors tailored to sense the appropriate aspects of their environment. Figure 19
displays an aquatic Daily Diary device attached to a Whale Shark. This highlights the diversity
of the daily diary devices. Providing a device does not restrict an animals movement it can be
used to monitor its behavior.

Device sensors are used for two primary purposes. Firstly, determining an animals behavior (E.g.
eating or sleeping) and secondly for deriving an animals locale environment (E.g. underwater
or flying). Different versions of the devices have different active sensors attached to them for
extracting this knowledge. A sub-set of the most common sensors recorded within our data sets
follows, along with a brief description of what each sensor is used for:

• Tri-Axial Accelerometer (g) - A measure of total acceleration in respect to the earths grav-
itational field. Shepard et al [SH08]. demonstrate how total acceleration can be broken
down into its base dynamic and static components using signal processing. From these sep-
arated components it is possible to determine an animals orientation (static acceleration)
and movement (dynamic acceleration).

• Tri-Axial Compass (mV) - A measure of animal movement in respect to the earths magnetic
field. Used to determine an animals heading and orientation.

• Temperature (C) - The body temperature of the animal the device is attached to or the
temperature of the external environment.
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Figure 19: An aquatic Daily Diary device attached to a Whale Shark. Image Credit: http:

//www.rolexawards.com/en/the-laureates/rorywilson-the-project.jsp

• Light Intensity (Lux) - Light intensity measured from the locale environment surrounding
the device.

• Hall (mV) - A measure of the proximity of a nearby magnet. Houghtona et al. [HCM+08]
describe how a Hall sensor is used in action on a turtle to determine when the turtle opened
its mouth.

• Pressure (mBar) - A measure of the force per unit area perpendicular to the sensor.
Utilized to determine if an animal is on land or under water, this can additionally be used
to determine depth information when underwater.

• Infrared (mV) - A measure of electromagnetic radiation. This sensor is used in the aquatic
version of the Daily Diary device. Shepard et al [SWL+08]. discuss how a highly flexible
paddle is placed on the marine Daily Diary device so when coupled with the infrared sensor
the relative speed of an animal in water can be derived.

• Pitch (Degrees) - Pitch component of the animals orientation.

• Roll (Degrees) - Roll component of the animals orientation.

Deriving an animals behavior from the raw tri-axial accelerometer recordings is challenging. By
passing the acceleration values through a smoothing filter it is possible to derive the static and
dynamic components which make up the raw recorded value. We further discuss deriving these
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components in Section 3.2. Shepard et al. [SH08] demonstrate how the separated components
of acceleration can be used to directly derive behavior. Static acceleration is used to compute
an animals orientation in terms of pitch and roll, notions commonly used in flight dynamics.
Figure 20 (left) shows how the acceleration and pitch values are related through a penguin
changing its orientation.

Figure 20: Left: A Graph displaying the body pitch of a Magellanic Penguin and its relation
to total and static acceleration in the heave axis. Right: A graph showing the change in heave
acceleration data values during the flight of a bird. As the bird flaps its wing downwards the
acceleration value is positive (pointing upwards) and as the bird flaps its wings upwards the
acceleration value is negative (pointing downwards). Image Credit: Shepard et al [SH08]

Dynamic acceleration is used to determine an animals movement vector, ’representing the change
in velocity as a result of body motion’ [SH08]. Newtons law states that ’for every action there
is an equal and opposite reaction’, implying ’The movement of a limb in one direction will pro-
duce an opposite movement in the trunk’ [SH08]. In figure 20 (right), we can see how dynamic
acceleration values change for a bird during flight, as the wing strokes downwards the dynamic
acceleration vector is positive (pointing upwards).

The data sets we have obtained from the Biologists are recorded from a large variety of animals.
Including but not limited to: Penguins, Turtles, Sharks, Imperial Cormorants and many more,
this list is by no means exhaustive. Data sets are typically large in size, containing approximately
anywhere from two hundred thousand data samples up to two million. Data samples are typically
taken at 11 times a second, however, this is variable, ’the recording frequency has to be high
enough to provide at least 5 data points per repetitive behavior cycle (e.g. per wing-beat or
stride)’ [GJL+09].

3.2 Time-Series Visualization

During early data analysis tasks, the biological marine wildlife data was visualized using tradi-
tional line graphs. First introduced by William Playfair in 1786 the line graphs purpose was to
visualize economic time-series data by plotting time versus intensity on the respective x and y
axes. Each data item is represented by a dot on the graph with a singular line joining together
all of the dots in chronological order. Connecting data items together enables the interpolation
of data values across the time-series, showing how values change over time. Figure 21 displays
one of Playfair’s line graphs visualizing how the interest of national debts changed from the
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Figure 21: The traditional line-graph visualization technique as presented by Playfair. This
graph visualizes how the interest of national debts changed from the years 1686 to 1764. Image
Credit: The Commercial and Political Atlas (1786)

years 1686 to 1764.

There are many techniques extending Playfairs traditional line-graph technique to enable the
direct comparison of multiple data attributes. Javed et al. [JME10] present an evaluation of a
handful of the standard deviations of playfair’s traditional technique. The biologists utilize the
small multiples graphing approach, representing each data attribute by its own graph, with all
the individual graphs stacked on top of each other and aligned via the time-axis to enable fast
comparison between attributes. Figure 3 displays a typical data analysis set up used by the
biologists to derive an animals behavior. While utilizing this approach is time-consuming and
cognitively demanding, it is an approach the biologists are used to and are able to extract areas
of interest from with ease. High variations in the sensor output corresponds to a potentially in-
teresting animal movement. The difficulty and challenges of data analysis come from extracting
knowledge and patterns from the data using these time-series plots. A custom made solution
specific to the data is required to gain insight and assist in data analysis.

We have already introduced a summary of existing techniques for visualizing tri-axial accelerome-
ter data (Section 2.2). Of particular interest is the application created by Grundy et al. [GJL+09],
the authors worked closely with the biologists at Swansea to create their application, which is
utilized by the biologists during data analysis tasks. Within their application (captured in Fig-
ure 22), a focus+context view is coupled with time-intensity line graphs. The basic idea behind
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Figure 22: This figure illustrates the GUI used in the visualization application presented by
Grundy et al. [GJL+09]. The top of the application features a context line-graph display, the
central left features a focus line-graph display, and the central right is the main visualization
window. Image Credit: Ed Grundy

a focus+context visualization is to display the user with an area of interest in full detail while
still maintaining context through an overview of patterns present in the full data set. This is
particularly useful as the user can gain an overall insight into the data while additionally per-
ceiving it in contrast to a particular data sub-set of interest.

Grundy et al. [GJL+09] employ the focus+context approach in their application through utiliz-
ing two time-intensity line graph views. An overview time-series graph is displayed at the top
of the application. Users can add time-intensity graphs of additional attributes through their
user-interface, currently, within the context (overview) view the x,y, and z components of the tri-
axial accelerometer data are visualized. Utilizing the context view, the user can select regions of
interest, referring to data sub-sets (overlayed in yellow). The regions selected are then shown in
the focus time-intensity graph view (central left) and brushed in the main visualization window
(central right). This approach enables the user to use the main overview time-intensity graph for
navigational purposes by selecting areas of interest which they want to inspect in further detail.
Brushing the context graph visualizes the selected data region in the focus window, showing
the graph in more detail. Furthermore, the selected data is utilized in the central visualization
window. This approach enables the user selection visualized in the focus window to be shown
in relation to the overview window. We inherit this design approach in utilizing focus+context
time-intensity line graph views linked to the central visualization window.

An additional area of interest to the biologists is the extraction of the dynamic and static com-
ponents of acceleration. Acceleration values output by the Daily Diary devices are given as
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total acceleration values. Total acceleration is the combination of both dynamic (movement)
and static (orientation) acceleration, which as a raw value is not of much use to the biologists.
Instead, the individual attributes which make up the total acceleration value are of particular
interest. Shepard et al. [ELCS08] demonstrate extracting the static acceleration value by parsing
an appropriate smoothing filter over the data set, consequently the dynamic acceleration value
can be derived by simply subtracting the static values away from their corresponding total ac-
celeration values. The moving average smoothing filter is suggested by Shepard et al. [ELCS08].
Conversly, Grundy et al. [GJL+09] demonstrate the use of the Savitzky-Golay filter which offers
additional benefits in preserving features of distribution. As a result of this we implement both
of these smoothing techniques and expose them as a user-option within our application.

The central moving average filter derives a set of averages from defining a moving window which
iterates over the whole data set. Upon each iteration an average of all the data items within the
given window is computed. Given a data sample (S ) and a window size (w), a moving average
can be computed using the following formula.

Si =
1

w

i+w
2∑

j=i−w
2

Sj

One of the key parameters of the moving average filter is the window size. The window size can
directly effect the accuracy of derived components. A window too large will dampen any features
present in the data, while a window too small will be too sensitive to any noise present, both
cases lead to an incorrect derived static and therefore dynamic acceleration value. We find a
window size of 32 is effective in deriving the dynamic and static components. Figure 23 displays
the results of a central moving average filter with a window size of 32 applied to a sub-set of our

Figure 23: The image shows a stacked graph visualizing the tri-axial accelerometer data. The
red curve displays total acceleration, while the blue curve displays static acceleration derived
using the windowed Moving Average filter. Image Credit: Walker [Wal11]
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Figure 24: This image shows a stacked graph visualizing the tri-axial accelerometer data. The
red curve displays total acceleration and the blue curve displays static acceleration derived using
the Savitzy-Golay filter. Image Credit: Walker [Wal11]

marine biology data.

In contrast to the central moving average filter which removes key features from the data set,
Savatky et al. [SG64] present the Savatky Golay filter, a low-pass filter capable of preserving
features which would otherwise be removed, such as, peeks and troths. The algorithm presented
utilizes polynomial regression to smooth data samples. Figure 24 displays the results of this
algorithm applied to the same data sub-set as captured in Figure 23 when the moving average
filter is applied. In comparison to the moving average results, when utilizing the Savatky Golay
filter, the resulting average curve is more tightly coupled to the original data curve. Key features
are maintained while noise is removed from the overall result.

Naturally, the results produced through utilizing smoothing filters to extract the dynamic and
static components are not full proof and may contain errors. Ideally, it would be more suited
to use gyroscopic data to derive orientation information which can then be subtracted from the
total acceleration value to extract the dynamic (movement) acceleration component. However,
we do not currently have this data accessible to us. We believe this is an interesting area for
further work.

4 System Design and Implementation

Recent years have seen substantial increases in the size of data sets, due to developments in
both processing power and memory capacity. With this increase in size, a graphical approach is
essential to enable the exploration, analysis, and presentation of data, allowing users to extract
knowledge and gain insight into patterns and trends present. An emerging topic in the past
decade within the field of visualization is Information Visualization (InfoVis). Here, we deal
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Figure 25: This image depicts the visualization pipeline. This pipeline outlines the process for
creating a visualization from a data set. Starting at from the raw data, and finishing at an
image output. Image Credit: Santos et al. [SB04]

with abstract data, that is, data which does not exist in a spatial domain. It is the visualization
experts job to map data to a suitable spatial domain and layout, from which insight can be
gained. This makes InfoVis a diverse and challenging research area, creating an effective spatial
mapping of data is difficult.

The visualization pipeline provides a step-by-step process for creating a visual encoding of data.
Figure 25 illustrates this pipeline. Actions are shown along with their inputs and outputs, to
show how each action flows into the next.

Within the visualization pipeline, four stages are identified, flowing directly into each other,
these are as follows:

1. Data Analysis - Raw data is pre-processed and computed for visualization. Within our
application this entails applying a smoothing filter to the accelerometer data.

2. Filtering - Data sub-sets are extracted from the pre-processed data, this data is then
used during visualization.

3. Mapping - Mapping of filtered data to geometric primitives.

4. Rendering - Geometric primitives are rendered to generate an image.

The visualization pipeline provides a generalization of how data is visually encoded. Many
variations of the visualization pipeline exist for different application areas [Mor12]. However,
InfoVis provides many challenges: relationships between attributes, visualization approaches,
interaction techniques, and large data sets. Furthermore, due to the diverse nature of InfoVis,
specific, tailor made solutions are often essential for gaining insight into data. We present the
design and implementation of an InfoVis framework, specifically aimed at visualizing data of a
multi-variate nature with a three-dimensional vector component.

Throughout this section we refer to and describe various diagrams generated from our source
code. We use the documentation generator Doxygen [vH04] to create these diagrams. Doxygen
is an open-source documentation generator, capable of producing collaboration diagrams, hier-
archies, dependency graphs, and more. This is a valuable resource for presenting the layout and
structure of a software product. The source code and Doxygen documentation for our software
is available at the following URL. All source code follows Bob’s coding conventions [Lar10], a
set of conventions which aim to make source code more readable and uniformly understandable.
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Figure 26: This image illustrates an overview of our visualization system design. We present
two visualization types. Firstly, traditional techniques consisting of line-graphs, a parallel co-
ordinates plot and a spherical coordinates plot. Secondly, our hybrid, parallel and spherical
coordinates visualization consisting of line based visualization techniques and frequency based
approaches. The user is at the center of the design, interacting with visualizations.

http://cs.swan.ac.uk/~csjames/MResDoxygen/

In this section we present an overview of our visualization system design, outline the system
requirements and goals, discuss the technology we utilize to create the application, before fi-
nally, illustrating our system design and implementation going through the motivation of each
visualization feature and its implementation.

4.1 Overview of Visualization System Design

Figure 26 illustrates an overview of our visualization system design. Visualization techniques
are split into two categories; traditional visualization techniques, and our hybrid, parallel and
spherical coordinates visualization.

The marine wildlife data is used as input to our system. This data is of a large, multi-
dimensional, time-dependent nature with a three-dimensional vector component (the tri-axial
accelerometer attribute). A more detailed description of this data is given in Section 3.1. While
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our application is specific to visualizing marine wildlife data, the associated visualization tech-
niques can be applied to any data type of this nature. The data, once read into main memory
is put through a pre-processing step to derive the static and dynamic acceleration components
from the raw acceleration attribute. This consists of passing an appropriate smoothing filter
over the data (E.g. a moving window average). We discuss different smoothing filters and their
results in Section 3.2. The Graphical User Interface (GUI) is used to refine the smoothing
filter. Pre-processed data is fed directly into the line-graph visualizations, these are used as
focus+context displays. As such, a user can select a data sub-set on the context view which is
filtered and utilized in the focus line-plot display and to generate corresponding visualizations
enabled through the GUI.

We split the visualization techniques into two categories, these are, traditional visualization
techniques, and the hybrid parallel and spherical coordinates visualizations. The traditional vi-
sualization techniques, consist of, line-graphs for a focus+context view, parallel coordinates for
visualizing the multi-dimensional nature of our data, and a spherical coordinate visualization for
the visualization of three-dimensional vector (directional) components. Our hybrid visualization
techniques join together parallel coordinates and spherical coordinates to create one stand-alone
visual aide. We further categorize the hybrid visualization techniques into two sub-sections:
line-based approaches, and frequency-based approaches. We utilize these types of visualizations
to implement the information-seeking mantra proposed by Shneiderman [Shn96]. Frequency-
based approaches provide an overview of the data which can be used to drill down deeper into
the data to provide a more in-depth view through our line-based approaches.

Line-based approaches directly draw lines between the parallel and spherical coordinate systems
to show the direct relationship between the two coordinate systems. Lines are drawn for each
data item, and intersect at the respective data point locations on each axis. We present two
line-based methods: straight polylines and curved polylines.

Frequency-based approaches aggregate data together to show a summary of the general relation-
ships between the spherical and parallel coordinate systems. We present a spherical, angular
histogram as an extension to the spherical histogram by Grundy et al. [GJL+09], and a line-
based histogram.

Figure 27 shows an overview of the GUI utilized in our software. Visualizations are treated as
layers to enable multiple visualizations to be displayed simultaneously utilizing the same data
selection. The top of the application window features a context line-graph view, using this view
data sub-sets can be selected. Selected regions are highlighted in yellow. The selected data
regions are utilized in the focus line-graph view in the central left, and visualization window in
the central right of the application.

4.2 Technology Choices

Technology choices for any project are important and need to be carefully taken into considera-
tion. Ideally, the tools selected should present a nice balance between a fast project development
stage, and be flexible to modifications if the requirements change. Overall, the choice of technolo-
gies can lead to the success or failure of a project. In our application we require, a programming
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environment for application development, a GUI library to enable the user to interact with our
system, and finally, a graphics library for the rendering of visualizations.

We choose the programming language C++ for our application development. First introduced
by Bjarne Stroustrup in 1979 [Str00], C++ is currently the industry leading programming lan-
guage. C++ is a low-level language, making it faster than higher-level languages. Furthermore,
there is good support for three-dimensional graphics libraries. This makes it an ideal choice for
our project.

For creating the GUI we utilize Qt4 [Tro], an open source, cross-platform application and user-
interface framework. Due Qt’s cross-platform nature, code written can be complied into native
executables for a wide variety of operating systems, including, Windows, Macintosh, and Linux.
Beyond the GUI side of the library, Qt also offers a wide range of utility classes, providing
additional higher-level functionality superior to that provided in the standard C++ library.

OpenGL [ARB00] is a widely used, open source, cross-platform graphics library. We utilize
OpenGL for generating our visualizations. We choose this because OpenGL is closely integrated
into Qt, leading to a straight forward integration of three-dimensional graphics into an applica-
tion. Furthermore, Qt provides helper-functions which make calls to the OpenGL state machine
trivial.

4.3 System Design and Implementation

In the following section we detail the design and implementation of each of the subsystems of our
design, namely, the traditional visualization, and hybrid visualization techniques. Our research
contributions lie in the hybird visualization technique, connecting two traditional techniques

Figure 27: This image shows an overview of the GUI utilized in our software. The top of the
application features a context line-graph display, the central left features a focus line-graph
display, and the central right is the main visualization window featuring our hybrid parallel and
spherical coordinate visualization.
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together (parallel and spherical coordinates). Our emphasis is therefore on the design and im-
plementation of these techniques. However, it is necessary to first introduce the implementation
of the traditional techniques to illustrate how the connection between the two coordinate systems
is achieved. We explain our design and implementation using standard UML diagrams [Fow03]
and Doxygen [vH04] generated diagrams.

Traditional Visualization Techniques
Here, we outline the design and implementation of the traditional visualization subsystem. We
demonstrate our design with details, such as, the processing pipelines involved, relationships
amongst classes, and collaboration diagrams depicting which classes communicate with each
other.

Line Plots
Line plots are a familiar visualization technique to the biologists and were solely used during
early data analysis tasks. While line plots are effective in locating areas of interest within the
marine wildlife data, it is challenging to derive animal behavior and associated patterns. We
therefore utilize line plots in a focus+context display view, allowing users to select data at-
tributes to visualize in a stacked line graph format. A context line plot visualizes the whole
data set, from this, users can select areas of interest to inspect in further detail. Selected data
sub-sets are visualized in a focus line plot display, showing the data in more detail while still
maintaining context with the whole data set. Figure 27 outlines an overview of our application,
the context plot is at the top of the application, while the focus window resides in the central left.

The underlying functionalities of the focus and context line plot visualizations are similar, with
the exception of a few features. The context plot allows users to select regions of interest which
are then fed into the linked visualizations. Conversely, the focus window enables users to overlay
plots of acceleration to their corresponding components for direct comparison. Both the focus
and context plots inherit the same base class, Figure 28 shows the class hierarchy. We detail the
design of the base class, PlotAreaWidget, before moving onto the design of the focus+context
line graph classes, ContextPlotArea for the context window, and FocusPlotArea class for the
focus window.

The PlotAreaWidget class enables the creation and rendering of multiple line plots in a stacked
graphical format. Users are given the ability to select which data attributes they would like to
visualize within the resulting widget line-graph, the ordering of dimensions is hard-coded. We
utilize the library Qwt [UR], an open source graphing library with the capability for drawing
line-graphs in a QWidget (a user interface object in Qt). We utilize Qwt as it is an already
existing solution for drawing basic line graphs, and due to its object oriented structure it is
straight forward to add additional functionality. Figure 29 identifies the processing pipeline for

Figure 28: This figure shows the class hierarchy for the PloyAreaWidget class.
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Figure 29: This figure illustrates the processing pipeline for the line-plot visualization subsystem.

the line-plot visualization subsystem. The input and output data is shown in yellow rectangles,
while processes are shown as blue rectangles.

A data pre-processor derives the static and dynamic components of acceleration from the raw
accelerometer output present in the marine wildlife data. Statistical attributes for each dimen-
sion, such as, the maximum and minimum values are also derived during the pre-processing step.
After the user has specified which data attributes to visualize the corresponding line-graphs are
generated. Maximum and minimum values for each data attribute are used to derive the axes
and scale. The output of the line-graph generation process is a set of vertices’s for each line-
graph of each data dimension. The painting of line-graphs is slow, as a result of this we adopt
a technique called double buffering, here the line-graphs are drawn to a pixel map which acts
as a cache. Upon each repaint, instead of drawing multiple lines composed of a large number
of vertices’s, where the computational complexity is directly proportional to the number of ver-
tices’s, the application paints a pixel map to the screen, where computation is proportional to
the image size, which is of a constant time.

Figure 30 illustrates the relationships between the components of the line-plot area widget. A
UML class diagram is shown to reflect the relationships. A black diamond shaped arrow indi-
cates the object its linking from owns the class it links to, while a white diamond indicates it has
access to the related object. A ’1’ represents a singular relationship, while a ’0..n’ relationship
indicates it may have zero or multiple entities of the object attached to it. The Plot Area Widget
object is the main component of the line-plot subsystem, this handles the rendering and manage-
ment of the line-plots for each dimension. The Data Pre-processor handles the pre-processing
of the marine wildlife data files. The Play Back class handles the playback functionality of
the system, keeping the line-plots synchronized with the current playback state. The Line-Plot
object is responsible for drawing a single line-graph plot, in our system many plots can be drawn
and stacked on top of each other, hence the many-to-one relationship. Furthermore, multiple
plot curves can be added to a single line-graph, a many-to-one relationship is also used here.
The Widget Painter object handles 2D painting within the widget.
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Figure 30: This figure shows the relationship between the components of the line-plot visualiza-
tion subsystem. A UML notion is used to depict relationships.

We have now outlined the basic structure of the generic line-graph component. This functional-
ity is extended for the individual context and focus line plot views. The context line plot, adds
functionality for the user to select areas of interest. This is achieved through a PlotSelection
class, which transforms user-selection from the scene view to the data. The PlotSelection class is
then passed to the focus window where this selection of data is painted in detail. Furthermore,
the focus window adds the ability to overlay multiple plots, this is achieved through attaching
multiple Amplitude Plot Curves to a Line-Plot object upon user interaction.

Parallel Coordinates
Parallel Coordinates, first introduced by Inselberg [Ins85] is an effective visualization technique
for the visualization of large, multi-dimensional data. We utilize parallel coordinates for visually
encoding the multi-dimensional nature of our data, enabling the relationship between data di-
mensions to be perceived. Figure 56 displays the parallel coordinates plot used in our application.

Figure 31 illustrates the processing pipeline for the parallel coordinates plot. A data pre-
processing module derives the static and dynamic components of acceleration and corresponding

Figure 31: This figure illustrates the processing pipeline for the parallel coordinates visualization
subsystem.
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statistical measures from the data set. The pre-processed data is fed directly to the user from
which data dimensions to visualize, along with the ordering of dimensions are specified. The
user-defined attributes are used to generate the axes for each dimension, along with the polylines
for each data item connecting the axes together. Polylines and axes are sent to the GPU and
rendered. From the rendering, the user can brush along an axis to select data ranges to visualize,
this leads to a data flow going back to the user specified attributes, after which the polylines
and axes are rendered, visualizing the brushed data items.

The implementation of the parallel coordinates subsystem is shown in the form of a collabora-
tion diagram in Figure 32. The ParallelCoordVisHybird class is the driving module behind all
of our visualizations, calling the appropriate classes to generate and render them. Within this
module the parallel coordinates plot is created and visualized. We implement the parallel coor-
dinates plot within this module as the parallel coordinates variables are required by the other
visualizations and therefore need to be passed around by reference. Furthermore, the parallel
coordinate window inherits functionality from the GLVisWindow class. This class is used in a
previous application for visualizing the marine wildlife accelerometer data, we therefore inherit
this functionality for later use. The collaboration between each of the classes is identified in the
following:

• ParallelCoordVisHybird - is the driving force behind the application in terms of visual-
ization. This class is responsible for managing the visualizations implemented (creation
of primitives, rendering, etc) along with the control of the OpenGL state machine. Of
interest to this section, this class creates and renders a parallel coordinates plot.

• GLVisWindow - is an ancestral class, created in a previous marine wildlife visualization
tool. This class is used for creating an OpenGL scene to visualize the accelerometer data
attributes. Various techniques are implemented (See Walker [Wal11] for detail), of interest
to us is its capability to render the accelerometer data in a spherical coordinate system.

• Lighting - is used to control the light sources in an OpenGL scene. Accessing and modi-
fying the state of lights, their positions, and lighting coefficients.

• DataSet - is the data driving force behind the application. This class stores the marine
wildlife data in memory and enables the visualizations to access it. Statistical measures,
such as, the minimum and maximum for each dimension are accessable through this class.

• TriAxialVisualizer - encapsulates visualization techniques for the visualization of three-
dimensional vector data. This class is extracted from a previous application for visualizing
the tri-axial vector data and is utilized through the GLVisWindow class.

• PlayBack - synchronizes playback through out all of the visualizations. This class holds
the current state and time-step of the playback functionality. Upon a repaint this class is
interrogated to find out what time-step is required to be visualized.

• BrushingManager - is used for brushing a data set based upon user selection. This class
marks data items as brushed given a user defined area on a parallel axis within the parallel
coordinates plot.

• IlluminatedLineCollection - implements the illuminated lines package by Mallo et al. [MPSS05]
in an object oriented manner. This class enables the creation and rendering of a set of illu-
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Figure 32: This image shows the collaboration diagram of the ParallelCoordVisHybird class, as
generated by Doxygen.

minated lines and is used to generate the polylines representing data items in the parallel
coordinates plot.

• SceneMatrix - keeps a record of the current scene matrix, such as, the rotation matrix,
translation matrix, and scaling factor applied to primitives within the OpenGL scene.

• LineCollection - represents a collection of linestrips corresponding to each data item in
the parallel coordinates plot. This class handles the positions of lines along with rendering
them. The lines created in this class are shared with the IlluminatedLineCollection class
for efficiency.

• AxisCollection - represents a collection of axes within a parallel coordinates plot. This
class handles the positions, names, and rendering of each of the axis.

• AngularHistogramCollection - is used for visualizing angular histograms on each of the
parallel coordinates axes. We discuss this class further later on.

• MultiDimensionalBinMapManager - visualizes line-based histograms between the spheri-
cal and parallel axes. We discuss this class further later on.

Spherical coordinates
Spherical coordinates is a natural environment for the visualization of three-dimensional vector
(directional) data. Within our application we utilize spherical coordinates for the visualization
of the tri-axial accelerometer data dimensions. Figure 33 shows this technique applied to our
data set. This visualization enables us to perceive the geometric distribution of animal move-
ments (dynamic acceleration) or animal orientations (static acceleration) in an intuitive format.
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Extracting this knowledge is cognitively challenging utilizing the old line-graph technique.

Figure 33: This image shows a spherical coordinates plot visualization. This visualization enables
the geometric distribution of three-dimensional vector data to be percieved.

The processing pipeline for the spherical coordinates visualization is illustrated in Figure 34. The
pipeline starts with the pre-processed data, this is fed directly into the visualization and utilized.
Next, user specified parameters are defined, such as, the point size of data items. The pre-
processed accelerometer data is normalized to unit sphere length, this is trivial, using spherical
coordinates the radius is changed to a constant number (e.g. 1). Normalized coordinates are
generated for all the data items and are stored in a list. These coordinates are used later on in
the other visualizations and so are stored in memory for efficiency. Normalized coordinates are
rendered as point primitives. A more comprehensive description of this visualization is presented
by Grundy et al. [GJL+09].

Figure 34: This figure illustrates the processing pipeline for the spherical coordinates visualiza-
tion subsystem.

Hybrid Visualization Techniques
We have detailed the design and implementation of the traditional visualization techniques. Now
we move on to outlining the design and implementation of the hybrid visualization techniques.
Our hybrid visualization techniques integrate the spherical coordinate system into the parallel
coordinate system as an axis. The coordinate systems are joined together such that a connection
is made which enables relationships between the two systems to be perceived. We implement two
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types of methods, these are categorized as, line-based and frequency based methods. Line-based
methods provide an in-depth view, directly visually encoding each data item in the visualization
by connecting lines for each data item between the spherical and parallel coordinate systems.
Frequency based methods aggregate data items together to provide an overview of the relation-
ships between the spherical and parallel coordinate systems.

Line-based - Straight Polylines (Naive Approach)
Our first visualization approach to coupling parallel coordinates with spherical coordinates is
to directly draw polylines from the spherical axis to the neighboring parallel axes. We refer to
this method as the naive visualization approach due to its simplistic concept. This method is
effective when dealing with smaller data sets, and appears useful for perceiving a detailed view
of the data. However, when applied to larger data sets the visualization becomes overplotted
and occlusion occurs. Figure 35 shows this visualization method applied to our data set.

Figure 36 shows the processing pipeline for the naive visualization approach. This pipeline is
analogous to that used for the (later described) curved polyline approach. Pre-processed data is
fed directly into the subsystem and utilized during visualization. User attributes are exposed to
the user, enabling them to specify line width, and alpha blending values. Once the user-defined
attributes have been specified, normalized spherical coordinates are generated for the accelerom-
eter data, along with the cartesian coordinates of corresponding data items on the parallel axes
of dimensions neighboring the spherical coordinate system. These coordinates are then coupled
together to generate the vertices’s connecting data items between the two coordinate systems.
Utilizing the generated tuples of coordinates, polylines connecting the two coordinate systems
are generated using the illuminated lines package by Mallo et al. [MPSS05]. From this the illu-
minated lines are rendered to the screen.

Figure 35: This figure illustrates the straight polyline based visualization technique. Straight
polylines are drawn between the parallel and spherical axis.
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Figure 36: This figure illustrates the processing pipeline for a generic line-based visualization
subsystem for making a connection between a parallel coordinates axis and a spherical coordinate
axis.

The ParallelSphericalLinker class performs the bulk of the work for generating and rendering
a connection between the parallel and spherical axes. This class is the base class for creat-
ing a link between a spherical coordinate axis and neighboring parallel coordinate axes. As a
result of this, the straight polyline class (ParallelSphericalTubeLink) inherits this, as does the
curved poyline connection class (ParallelSphericalHermiteLink). Figure 37 illustrates this class
hierarchy visually.

Figure 37: This image shows a class hierarchy diagram for the ParallelSphericalLinker class.

Figure 38 displays the relationship diagram of the ParallelSphericalLinker class. To save on the
amount of computation and memory usage, this class communicates with both the spherical
coordinate and parallel coordinate subsystems. The already generated spherical and parallel
coordinates of the data sub-set are accessed and utilized for generating the connection. Utiliz-
ing this data, the Parallel Spherical Linker class matches the coordinates together of the two
coordinate systems, making them available to any class extending this to create a connection
from.
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Figure 38: This figure shows the relationship between the components of a generic line-based
visualization subsystem for making a connect between parallel coordinates axis and a spherical
coordinate axis. A UML notion is used to depict relationships.

The ParallelSphericalTubeLink class, extends the ParallelSphericalLinker class and implements
functionality for creating a direct, straight polyline link between the parallel and spherical axes.
This is trivial as the coordinates are directly accessible and just need to be generated as line
primitives and rendered.

Line-based - Curved Polylines
One of the problems with the straight polyline approach is determining where a point intersects

within the spherical coordinate system and therefore its representative data value. To overcome
this problem, we propose utilizing curved polylines which are almost orthogonal to the point
they intersect in the spherical coordinate system. Figure 39 displays this visualization technique.

The pipeline utilized for the curved polyline visualization is the same as that presented for the
straight polyline based approach in Figure 37. The implementation is also essentially the same,
extending the ParallelSphericalLinker class and generating a link from the coordinates acces-
sible from the parent class. The interesting part however, comes from the ’Linker Coordinate
Generation’ process in the pipeline. Within this step the curved lines are generated.

We utilize hermite spline curves for generating the curved polylines due to the parameters re-
quired to define a curve. Hermite spline curves are defined by setting start and end control
points, these are where the line starts and ends [FvDF+93]. Additionally, tangent vectors for
start and end points are given, these define the curvature of the line [FvDF+93]. Figure 40
displays the hermite curve representation in visual form.

To derive the coordinates along the hermite curve and create a line-strip representation which
can be passed to the GPU, the values from the start and end points are interpolated and com-
puted at set intervals.
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Figure 39: This figure illustrates the curved polyline based visualization technique. Curved
polylines are drawn between the parallel and spherical axis. Lines are almost orthogonal to the
point they represent in the spherical coordinate system.

In our system, we define the hermite curves parameters in the following way. The start point
is on the parallel axis, its tangent vector is orthogonal to the parallel axis, the endpoint is the
coordinate of the normalized acceleration vector, and its tangent vector is orthogonal to the
sphere at the endpoint.

Figure 40: This figure shows a visual representation of defining a hermite spline curve. A
start and end point is required (p1 and p2), along with two corresponding tangent vectors for
controlling the curvature (∇ p1 and ∇ p2). Image Credit: http://www.vrarchitect.net/anu/
cg/Spline/

Frequency Based - Parallel Angular Histograms
Line-based approaches are effective in the visualization of small data sets. However, when applied
to larger data sets, occlusion and overplotting may occur. Frequency based methods are the most
popular option in overcoming the problem of visual clutter. We implement angular histograms,
introduced by Geng et al. [GPS+11] to assist in overcoming this problem on the parallel axes.
This provides a method of displaying an overview of the patterns and trends present in a data
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Figure 41: This image shows the angular histogram technique applied to the parallel coordinate
axes. This depicts an overview of the patterns and trends present in the parallel coordinates
visualization.

set within a parallel coordinates visualization. Angular histograms are placed uniformly along
each axis. Each of the histograms record the frequency of polylines passing through each bin,
along with their average angle with adjacent axes. An angular histogram encodes both the
frequency and angular information to display a nice overview of the trends present in a parallel
coordinates visualization. We extend the method presented by Geng et al. [GPS+11] to split
histogram bars neighboring the spherical axis when the spherical coordinate system is displaced.
Figure 41 illustrates the angular histogram technique applied to our marine wildlife data.

The processing pipeline for the angular histogram visualization technique is illustrated in Fig-

Figure 42: This figure illustrates the processing pipeline for the angular histogram visualization
subsystem.
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ure 42. Pre-processed data is fed directly into the subsystem and utilized during visualization.
The user specifies the number of bins to place on the parallel coordinate axes. Given this, the
specified amount of bins are generated for each axis. Before the binning process can be under-
taken, the spherical coordinates of the accelerometer data, in addition to the vertices of polylines
in the parallel coordinates plot are required. These are directly accessible from the correspond-
ing spherical coordinate and parallel coordinate plot classes. Utilizing these coordinates the
data is binned, keeping a record of the frequency and average angle of polylines passing through
each bin. To make bin sizes relative to each other, the frequency of each bin is normalized.
Angular histogram primitives are generated from the normalized frequency and average angle
information, encoding frequency through bar length and angular information through the bars
orientation. Finally, the generated angular histograms are rendered to the screen along each
parallel axis.

Figure 43 shows the relationship diagram of the angular histogram subsystem. The Angular
Histogram Collection class is the driving force behind the visualization. This class handles the
construction, binning and rendering of all of the histograms along each of the parallel axis. The
Angular Histogram class constructs, bins and renders a set of histograms along a given axis in
the parallel coordinates plot. Angular histograms may be placed along many axes, therefore
this is a many-to-one relationship. The Histogram Bar class represents a singular histogram on
a parallel axis. There may be many histograms along each parallel axis, this is therefore also
a many-to-one relationship with the Angular Histogram class. The Data Set class stores the
data set, making it accessible to the visualization. The Parallel Line Collection class holds the
coordinates of polylines representing data items in the parallel coordinates plot. The Parallel
Axis Collection holds information about each of the axis in the parallel coordinates plot. Finally,
the Spherical Coordinate Collection class holds the spherical coordinates of the accelerometer
data.

Figure 43: This figure shows the relationship between the components of the angular histogram
visualization subsystem. A UML notion is used to depict relationships.

Frequency Based - Spherical, Angular, Histogram
Angular histograms are an effective means of perceiving the underlying trends and patterns
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Figure 44: This image illustrates the spherical, angular histogram visualization technique. The
histogram bars on the spherical axis depict binned frequency through bar height, and angular in-
formation through the bars curvature. This visualization encodes the spherical axis relationship
with its neighboring parallel axes.

between neighboring parallel axes within a parallel coordinates visualization. However, they
can not be directly applied to the spherical coordinate axis. To incorporate both frequency and
angular information into the spherical coordinate system, we extend the spherical histogram
technique presented by Grundy et al. [GJL+09] to encode angular information. Figure 44 shows
the resulting visualization of this. Frequency is represented by bar height, and angular informa-
tion through the bars curvature together with the neighboring parallel axes.

The processing pipeline for the spherical, angular histogram is shown in Figure 45. Pre-processed
data is fed directly into the subsystem and utilized during visualization. The user specifies the
number of bins to tessellate over a sphere, this forms the basis of the binning strategy for the
visualization. From the sphere tessellation the vertices’s of bins are stored for use during the
binning process. Next, as before, the spherical coordinates of the accelerometer data, in addition
to the vertices’s of polylines in the parallel coordinates plot are required. These are directly
accessed through their corresponding classes and do not need to be recomputed. The frequency
of polylines falling into each of the bins on the sphere is recorded, along with polylines average
angle with the neighboring parallel axes. Normalization is applied to each of the bins based
on their data frequency. Given the average angle and frequency, hermite curves are generated,
these act as paths for the histograms to follow, encoding curvature as the average angle a bin
represents with a neighboring parallel axis. Angular histograms can be generated by extruding a
two-dimensional shape (the base of the bin) along the hermite path to form a curved histogram.
Finally, the histograms are rendered. Upon each user-interaction (e.g. rotation) the path must
be recomputed as the average angle will change, however, the binning process does not need to
be reiterated, just the path and histogram bar generation.

The implementation of the angular, spherical histogram subsystem is shown in the form of a
collaboration diagram in Figure 46. Within this subsystem, the angular, spherical histogram
visualization is constructed and rendered utilizing the marine biology data. The AngularSpher-
icalHistogram class is the driving force behind this visualization and all method calls for gener-
ation and rendering are made through this class. The collaboration between each of the classes
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Figure 45: This figure illustrates the processing pipeline for the spherical, angular histogram
visualization subsystem.

is identified as the following:

• AngularSphericalHistogram - creates an angular spherical histogram visualization depicting
the relationship the spherical coordinate axis has with its neighboring parallel axes. This
class creates the bins on the sphere, bins the data and renders the bins accordingly.

• DataSet - is the data driving force behind the application. This class stores the marine
wildlife data in memory and enables the visualizations to access it. Statistical measures,
such as, the minimum and maximum for each dimension are accessable through this class.

• AxisCollection - represents a collection of axes within a parallel coordinates plot. This
class handles the positions, names, and rendering of each of the axis.

• HermiteHistogramBarCollection - holds the collection of curved histogram bars (the Her-
miteHistogramBar class) formed utilizing hermite spline curves. This class stores all of the
histograms tessellated across the sphere, locates the correct one to bin a data item into
and renders them after the binning process is complete.

• HermiteHistogramBar - represents a singular curved histogram bar formed utilizing a her-
mite spline curve. This class records the average angle and frequency of binned data items.
Furthermore, it handles the creation of the histogram path, extruding the bin shape along
the path to form the histogram bar, and the rendering of the resulting bar. This class is a
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Figure 46: This image shows the collaboration diagram of the AngularSphericalHistogram class,
as generated by Doxygen.

virtual class, and is inherited to handle different sphere tessellation methods. We discuss
this class further later in this section.

Histogram bar curvature is computed using a hermite spline curve. A spline is used to compute
the curvature path the histogram bar follows. Once the path of the curved bar is computed,
a cube is extruded along the path to get a three-dimensional histogram bar. The parameters
used for the hermite spline are similar to that of the curved polylines. The start point is the
bins central point of the region on the reference sphere, its tangent vector is the normal of the
bins central point. The end point is the average point on neighboring axis, its tangent vector is
orthogonal to the parallel axis.

Encoding curvature is simple by defining the correct parameters, however, encoding the fre-
quency information through bar height is a bit more tricky. It is not possible to define the
end point of the curve at a particular distance from the reference sphere. Instead, we have to
estimate the length of each line segment and cut the histogram bars length according to the
corresponding binned data frequency when rendering. To do this we keep a running length of the
the distance between each interpolation and stop computing the path when it is above or equal
to the histograms required length. In order to compute a good result for the length estimation,
we split the hermite curve into a large number of segments (100 plus). Lengths are normalized
between 0 and 1, this is usually an effective size to show the largest and smallest histogram bins.
We allow the user to change the length of the bins through a histogram length coefficient.

We implement two sphere tessellation methods within our application. The first of which is a
conventional sphere method generated by following lines of latitude and longitude. The second, is
a geodesic sphere, generated by subdividing a icosahedron platonic solid. The motivation behind
these strategies is discussed in Section 5.5.7, along with the construction and binning algorithms
utilized. The discussion of this here is beyond the scope of the design and implementation
section. Both of these tessellation methods are created from different geometric primitives, the
geodesic sphere is constructed of triangles, conversely the traditional latitude and longitudinal
sphere is constructed of quadrilaterals. To integrate both of these tessellation methods into our

Figure 47: This image shows the class hierarchy of the HermiteHistogramBar class.
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application we extend the abstract HermiteHistogramBar class into two classes: HermiteHis-
togramCubeBar for the conventional sphere tessellation, this class extrudes a quadrilateral along
the histogram path to create a cube shaped histogram bar. HermiteHistogramPrismBar for the
geodesic sphere, this class extrudes a triangle along the histogram path to create a prism shaped
histogram bar. Figure 47 illustrates this hierarchy.

Frequency Based - Line-based Histogram
Frequency based approaches are clearly a step forward in the right direction in visualizing large
data sets. Utilizing a frequency based visualization allows users to see an overview of patterns
and trends, from this users can dig down deeper into areas of interest in the data from an
overview to a more detailed view. The spherical, angular histogram is effective in this means,
however, when visualizing certain types of data self occlusion occurs between the histogram bars
due to conflicting curvatures. The next visualization method we detail is a line-based histogram.
This comprises of a two-dimensional binning scheme between the spherical axis and a neigh-
boring parallel axis. The frequency of polylines passing through each pair of bins is recorded.
Applying a thresholding scheme enables us to perceive the most represented polylines between
the spherical and parallel axes. Thick illuminated lines are drawn to represent the connection
between bins, while color encodes binned data frequency. Figure 48 illustrates this visualization
technique.

The processing pipeline for the line-based histogram is shown in Figure 49. Pre-processed data is
fed directly into the subsystem and utilized during visualization. The user specifies the number
of bins to tessellate over a sphere, along with the number of bins to place on the parallel axes
neighboring the spherical axis. A two-dimensional bin map is generated, with the parallel bins
along one dimension, and the spherical bins along the other. Next, as before, the spherical
coordinates of the accelerometer data, in addition to the vertices’s of polylines in the parallel
coordinates plot are required. These are directly accessed through their corresponding classes
and do not need to be recomputed. Data items are binned utilizing the two-dimensional matrix,
first looking up which spherical bin the data item resides in, followed by the parallel bin. The

Figure 48: This image shows the line-based histogram visualization technique. Lines are drawn
between neighboring bins on the spherical and parallel axes to visualize the most represented
lines connecting the two axes together.
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Figure 49: This figure shows the relationship between the components of the line-based histogram
visualization subsystem. A UML notion is used to depict relationships.

frequency of polylines falling into each bin in the matrix is recorded. Normalization is applied to
the bins frequencies. Utilizing the bin map, the user specifies a threshold level of which only bins
with a frequency above the threshold are rendered. Illuminated lines by Mallo et al. [MPSS05]
are generated connecting the center of bins together which are above the user defined threshold.
Finally, the illuminated lines are rendered. The user can interact with the visualization to adjust
the threshold amount, this does not require the binning process to be reiterated, only for the
illuminated lines to be regenerated.

Figure 50 displays the collaboration diagram for the line-based histogram visualization subsys-
tem. Within this subsystem, the line-based histogram is generated and rendered. The Mul-
tiDimensionalBinMap class is the driving force behind the visualization, handling the binning
of data, generation of primitives, and rendering. The collaboration of each of the classes is
identified as the following. Note, see the spherical, angular histogram collaboration diagram for
explinations of the DataSet, LineCollection and AxisCollection classes.

• MultiDimensionalBinMap - an abstract class for creating a line-based histogram. Within
this class primitives are binned utilizing a two-dimensional bin map between the spherical
and parallel axes. From the bin map, a user-defined threshold determines which bins to
render. This class handles the binning of data, generation of primitives and rendering.
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Figure 50: This image shows the collaboration diagram of the ParallelCoordVisHybird class, as
generated by Doxygen.

• IlluminatedLines - creates and renders a set of illuminated lines. This is an object oriented
modification of the illuminated lines package presented by Mallo et al. [MPSS05]. This
class renders the connection between histogram bins as thick illuminated lines.

As previously discussed, we utilize two sphere tiling strategies within our application for the
binning of data items in the spherical coordinate system. To enable the implementation of the
two sphere tiling methods, we extend the MultiDimensionalBinMap class for each of the sphere
tiling methods. These are the MultiDimensionalLatLongBinMap class, for the conventional lat-
itudinal longitudinal tiling, and the MultiDimensionalSubDivisionBinMap class for the geodesic
subdivision surfaces bin map. Figure 51 visualizes this class hierarchy.

Figure 51: This image shows the class hierarchy of the MultiDimensionalBinMap class.

5 Visualizations

In this section, we firstly introduce two visualization techniques, traditional parallel coordinates
for the visualization of multi-dimensional data, and traditional spherical coordinates for the
visualization of three-dimensional vector (directional) data. We then move on to discussing
the downfalls of both of these visualization techniques, and present a naive hybrid visualiza-
tion approach, coupling together parallel coordinates with spherical coordinates. The resulting
visualization technique is targeted at overcoming the downfalls presented in the individual tra-
ditional visualization techniques, joining together their advantages. Our naive approach suffers
from numerous disadvantages, we discuss these before moving onto demonstrating our associated
visualizations and user-options aimed at mitigating the disadvantages present.

5.1 Traditional Parallel Coordinates

Parallel coordinates is one of the most popular and widely used visualization techniques for
large, time-dependent, high-dimensional, abstract data. First introduced by Inselberg [Ins85], it
is advantageous in allowing for patterns and relationships to be perceived between neighboring
data attributes.
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Figure 52: This image shows the mathematical definition of a parallel coordinates plot. Here,
the tuple C = (c1, c2, c3, c4, c5) is plotted within the parallel coordinates plot. Each data
dimension is positioned appropriatly along its corresponding axis. Image Credit: http://www.

math.tau.ac.il/~aiisreal/

In parallel coordinates, each data attribute is represented by an individual vertical axis, the
combined set of all axes are aligned in parallel with multiple polylines connecting them. Tra-
ditionally, the combined set of all axes are evenly spaced and aligned in parallel. A singular
polyline, representing a row of data within a data set is drawn passing through all the axes,
with its intersection on each axis corresponding to the respective data value for that attribute.
Polylines are drawn for each row with in a data set. Neighboring data attributes are perceived
in relation to each other through the polyline connecting them, this makes it possible to perceive
correlations between data dimensions.

Mathematically we can define a data row C with 5 dimensions as the tuple C = (c1, c2, c3, c4,
c5). Figure 52 shows a visualization of the tuple C as a polyline within parallel coordinates.
Each of the data attributes of C intersect on their respective axis at the data value they represent
for the corresponding dimension.

The strength of parallel coordinates lies in its ability to display relationships between neighboring
pairs of data attributes [WGK10]. We can demonstrate this using a trivial parallel coordinates
plot of the car data set shown in Figure 53. It is possible to extract the relationships between
neighboring axes. For example, analyzing the ”MPG” and ”Cylinder” axes. A low number of
”MPG” correlates to a high number of ”Cylinders”. We can see the opposite is also true, a
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Figure 53: A traditional parallel coordinates plot of the car data set. It is possible to extract
relationships between neighboring data dimensions. Image Credit: http://eagereyes.org/

techniques/parallel-coordinates

high number of ”MPG” correlates to a low number of ”Cylinders”. This ability to depict trends
and relationships between data attributes makes parallel coordinates a particularly strong data
analysis tool for multi-variate data.

Overall, parallel coordinates has been widely researched and is a well known visualization tech-
nique within the visualization community. Many researchers have extended the capabilities of
parallel coordinates over recent years [Joh08]. In addition to being well researched, parallel
coordinates is used across multiple different domain areas [Joh08], such as, statistics, chemistry,
meteorology, biology, and finance. This makes parallel coordinates a well known technique to
users across different research fields.

5.2 Traditional Spherical Coordinates

In this section we detail the spherical coordinate system for the representation and visualization
of three-dimensional vector data. In geometry, a coordinate system is used for determining the
position of a point with in an spatial environment, typically, Euclidean space. Before we outline
the spherical coordinate system, we first discuss the most commonly used coordinate system,
the cartesian coordinate system. Points are defined in terms of a plane, utilizing a pair of coor-
dinates (x, y). The tuple (x, y) determines the position on a plane a point lies from its distance
along two perpendicular lines (otherwise known as axis). Figure 54 (Left) displays an illustration
of this. The two-dimensional cartesian coordinate system is extended into three-dimensions by
defining a point in terms of two planes perpendicular to each other, points are then defined in
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Figure 54: Left: This image illustrates the cartesian coordinate system. Here, points are defined
in terms of a plane given their distance along two perpendicular lines. Right: This image
illustrates the polar coordinate system. Points are defined in terms of their distance from a
fixed point and angle from a fixed direction. Image Credit: Wikimedia Commons

terms of a triplet of coordinates (x, y, z).

In contrast to the cartesian coordinate system, where points are defined by their distance along
a series of axes, it is possible to define a point in terms of its distance from a fixed point and
angle from a fixed direction. The simplest form of this is representative in polar coordinates.
Given a reference point on a plane (known as the origin), a point can be defined by a tuple
(r,ϕ), where r symbolizes its radius (distance away from the origin) and phi (ϕ) represents the
azimuth angle (angle away from a fixed direction). Figure 54 (right) displays an example of this.

Figure 55: This image illustrates the spherical coordinate system. Points are defined in terms
of their distance from a fixed point, and two angles, firstly along the x y plane, and secondly an
angle of incline. Image Credit: Wikimedia Commons
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Spherical coordinates is an extension of polar coordinates from two-dimensional space into three-
dimensions. The same principles apply, where a point is defined using a distance and angle from
the origin. Now, instead of defining one angle, two angles are used to define a point, giving a
triple (r, θ, ϕ). The first coordinate, r, represents its distance away from the origin. The second
coordinate phi (ϕ) corresponds to the azimuth angle or otherwise known as the polar angle.
Finally, the third coordinate, theta (θ), indicates the angle of inclination. Geographically, theta
and phi are analogous to their latitude and longitude counterparts. Figure 55 illustrates the
definition of a three-dimensional point in spherical coordinates.

As spherical coordinates and cartesian coordinates are isotropic, in terms of being capable of
uniquely defining the same point through different parameters. As they are isotropic its possible
to convert between the two coordinate systems utilizing equations. The cartesian coordinates
(x, y, z) triple can be converted to spherical coordinates (r, θ, ϕ) by the following formula.

r =
√
x2 + y2 + z2

ϕ = arctan
(y
x

)
θ = arccos

(z
r

)
On the other hand, by negating these formulas, the spherical coordinates triple (r, θ, ϕ) can be
converted to cartesian coordinates triple (x, y, z).

x = r sin θ cosϕ

y = r sin θ sinϕ

z = r cos θ

Grundy et al. [GJL+09] demonstrate spherical coordinates as a more natural environment for
three-dimensional vector data. Utilizing the spherical coordinate parameter space enables data
points to be normalized onto the surface of a sphere (effectively removing any magnitude infor-
mation), enabling the perception of the geometric distribution of data samples. This in turn
offers a compact representation, enabling visualization, aggregation, exploration, and analysis
of direction in space.

5.3 Limitations of Traditional Visualization Methods

We have now introduced two of the traditional visualization techniques associated with our data.
Parallel coordinates for the visualization of high-dimensional, time-series data and spherical co-
ordinates for the visualization of three-dimensional vector data. We now move on to discussing
the limitations of these individual techniques, this is the motivation behind our project, leading
us to identify a new method to assist in mitigating the associated downfalls.

We have already shown the effectiveness of parallel coordinates for displaying relationships and
correlations between scalar attributes. However, challenges occur when visualizing specific types
of data. Our first set of challenges occur when visualizing large data. The computational com-
plexity of parallel coordinates means rendering speeds can be typically slow, due to the number
of polylines rendered. Additionally, an occlusion problem occurs from rendering more poilylines
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Figure 56: This image illustrates a traditional parallel coordinates plot of our marine wildlife
data, highlighting the problem faced when visualizing vector data within parallel coordinates.
The tri-axial accelerometer vector data is represented as its base components (Acc X, Acc Y, and
Acc Z) on singular axes. It is a cognitively challenging task to reconstruct the three-dimensional
vector.

than available pixels. Figure 1 displays the occlusion problem, it is not possible to extract any
knowledge from this plot due to the polylines overlapping each other.

The second set of challenges occur from visualizing vector (directional) data, in our case, tri-
axial accelerometer samples. Parallel coordinates is not as effective for such data, as it otherwise
is for multi-dimensional data consisting of scalar components. In parallel coordinates each data
attribute is affiliated with the same spatial domain, a one-dimensional singular axis. As a result
of this, a three-dimensional vector data is broken down into its respective x, y, and z components,
with each component represented as a singular axis. Figure 56 displays a parallel coordinates
plot visualizing marine biology data with tri-axial vector samples present. This visualization is
disadvantageous as the vector is broken down into individual components, requiring cognitive
effort from the user to reconstruct the direction and magnitude of the vector, a challenging task.

Conversely, Grundy et al. [GJL+09] demonstrate Spherical Coordinates as a more natural
domain for three-dimensional vector data. However, this domain is not applicable to multi-
dimensional data by itself making it a technique solely for three-dimensional vector data. When
visualizing large data sets, occlusion is also a problem, similarly, this is due to more points being
rendered than available pixels.
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Clearly, problems when visualizing large data sets are consistent with both visualization tech-
niques. This is a key problem which is taken into consideration through out the project. How-
ever, the main motivation behind the project is to create a system which additionally allows for
the effective visualization of large, multi-dimensional, time-series data with three-dimensional
vector components. Parallel coordinates is not an effective means for the visualization of vec-
tor data, and spherical coordinates is not effective for visualizing multi-dimensional data. It
would be advantageous if parallel coordinates was incorporated with spherical coordinates to
join together their advantages and enable effective data analysis for the end user.

5.4 Naive Visualization Hybrid Approach

In this section, we discuss our visualization method for alleviating the limitations of both the tra-
ditional parallel coordinates and spherical coordinates visualization techniques occurring when
visualizing large, multi-dimensional, time-series, vector data. We join together the advantages
of parallel coordinates for the visualization of multi-dimensional, time-series data with those of
spherical coordinates for the visualization of vector data.

Existing solutions for representing data in the domain each of its attributes stem from typically
utilize multiple independent visualization windows, with them visualized side-by-side. However,
while this solution is beneficial, this does not show the data attributes directly in relation to each
other, which is disadvantageous in being able to quickly extract patterns and trends between
data dimensions. We introduce the notion of coupling spatial domains together to create one
visual aide. This is advantegous in that the data is visualized in the domain it stems from, where
it is most naturally represented, while additionally, enabling the direct comparison between the
data attributes.

To create a visualization which enables the direct comparison between spatial domains, a generic
link coupling differing spatial domains must be made, such that, patterns and trends between
neighboring domains can be extracted. Creating a generic link enabling an N-dimension to
N-dimension generic mapping is a challenging task, and far beyond the scope of this project.
Instead, we demonstrate the concept of coupling together differing spatial domains by creating
a hybrid visualization consisting of parallel coordinates integrated with spherical coordinates.
This is a one-dimensional (scalar axis on parallel coordinates) domain coupled with a three-
dimensional (x, y, and z axis present in spherical coordinates) spatial domain.

A naive coupling of spherical and parallel coordinates can be achieved by connecting polylines
from the parallel axes neighboring the spherical axis to where they intersect in the spherical
coordinate system. In the spherical coordinate system the x, y and z components of acceleration
are normalized and mapped onto the surface of a 3D sphere. We treat the spherical axis as
a normal axis in parallel coordinates. Figure 57 displays the result of this when applied to a
sub-set of our time-dependent animal behavior data set consisting of 1,073,053 data samples
and 13 attributes. The visualization inherits the disadvantages of both the techniques, with the
spherical axis and parallel axes suffering from overplotting and occlusion. It is not possible to
detect where the data items intersect in the spherical coordinate system and therefore derive the
acceleration value. Additionally, user interaction (rotation and zooming) with the spherical plot
is slower due to the large number of polylines being drawn and sent to the graphics processing
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Figure 57: A spherical plot naively added to a parallel coordinates plot. Polylines are drawn from
the neighboring parallel coordinates axes to the spherical axis. The spherical plot is overplotted
causing occlusion.

unit upon every repaint.

While this technique is not currently well suited for effective data analysis of large, time-
dependent, high-dimensional vector data, we believe linking spatial domains together is the
way forward in terms of visualizing multiple data types and extracting patterns between them.
The downfalls of this naive approach are the motivation behind our project, and as such we in-
vestigate and build methods to assist in mitigating the downfalls present in the hybrid approach.

5.5 Integrated Parallel and Spherical Coordinates

We have introduced the naive visualization approach for integrated parallel and spherical coor-
dinates. The downfalls of the naive approach form the motivation and driving force behind our
project. In this section we demonstrate the actions taken to assist in mitigating these problems.
As a result of this we have incorporated the following user-options and associated visualizations:

• sphere splitting to reduce occlusion on the spherical axis,

• curved polylines to enhance visual perception between the parallel and spherical axes,

• illuminated lines to enhance visual clarity of our visualization and make it visually pleasing
on the eye,

• angular histograms to address overplotting and computational complexity on the parallel
axes,

• spherical, angular histograms, to address overplotting and computational complexity on
the spherical axis,

• line-based histogram, to further address overplotting and computational complexity be-
tween the spherical and parallel axes,

• sphere tessellation strategies, to address the irregular sphere tiling on the spherical axis.
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In addition to this we introduce the following user-options: sphere rotation, animation for
playback, and brushing in both two-dimensions and three-dimensions. We now discuss and
display the results of our visualizations and their associated user-options. Some of this work has
been published in a short paper at the EuroVis 2012 conference, titled ’Visualization of Large,
Time-Dependent, Abstract Data with Integrated Spherical and Parallel Coordinates’ [WGJL].
This paper is illustrated in Appendix A.

5.5.1 Split Sphere

Our first proposed user-option is to enable cutting the spherical coordinate system in half, dis-
placing each sphere half by a user-defined distance. The spherical coordinate system is split
along the x y plane and displaced interactively by an amount defined by the user. Figure 58
displays the standard non-displaced coordinate system (left), and the coordinate system offset
(right) by 2.0 units (The diameter of the reference sphere).

The lines connecting the parallel coordinate system to the spherical coordinate system are dis-
placed by the offset defined by the user, such that, if the z position of a line on the spherical
coordinate system is less than or equal to 0 it is translated upwards in the positive y direction
by the displacement amount, otherwise, it is translated downwards in the negative y direction
by the displacement amount. This approach means a displacement amount of zero, maintains
the non-displaced, traditional, spherical coordinate system. The pseudo-code for determining
the position of a line follows:

if (line->zCoord >= 0)

line->yCoord += yDisplacement;

Figure 58: This figure shows, a non-displaced coordinate system (left) and a displaced spherical
coordinate system offset by 2.0 units (right)
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Figure 59: This figure shows the resulting visualization when the spherical coordinate system is
displaced by the diameter of the sphere (2.0 units).

else

line->zCoord -= yDisplacement;

Our method is fully interactive, allowing a user to displace the coordinate system in real time
by a user-defined amount. Figure 59 shows the spherical coordinate system displaced when
utilizing our animal tracking data set.

Displacing the coordinate system assists in reducing occlusion when utilizing small sub-sets
(less than 100 items) of data. This method does not assist in reducing visual clutter for larger
data sub-sets, as a result of this a better method is required for such data. Frequency based
approaches are the most commonly used technique for dealing with larger data sets. Following
the visual information-seeking mantra [Shn96] we propose a frequency based approach is used
for discovering regions of interest, from this, users can drill down further into the data to gain
a more detailed view. The line-based approach utilizing the split coordinate system is more
naturally suited to small data sets for providing a detailed view to the user.

5.5.2 Curved Polylines

To enhance visual perception we present a user-option to utilize spline curves instead of straight
polylines. Previously, in the naive visualization approach straight lines are used, however, this
is problematic when trying to derive where a line intersects in the spherical coordinate system.
Figure 57 displays such a case, its not possible to tell what value lines represent in the spherical
coordinate system.

We replace straight edges connected to the sphere with smooth curves that are orthogonal to
the sphere’s surface at the point they represent in the spherical coordinate system. This makes
it clearer to distinguish where a line intersects and therefore the corresponding data value a line
represents. Figure 60 displays a visualization utilizing the curved polyline user-option. Polylines
now display a curved structure connected to the acceleration vector value it represents in the
spherical coordinate system. This makes it easier to decode a polylines corresponding data value
and assists in discovering a polylines intersection point on the reference sphere.
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Figure 60: This figure shows the resulting visualization when curved polylines are utilized. The
polylines are now almost orthogonal to the point they intersect on the reference sphere.

As previously discussed, we suggest the line-based visualization approach is used when drilling
down into the data for closer inspection, utilizing smaller sub-sets of data. Figure 61 shows
a visualization utilizing the curved lines applied to a sub-set of 20 data items. The lines are
orthogonal to the point they represent and therefore it is clearer to derive a lines representative
data value.

We utilize hermite spline curves for our curved lines. We choose this type of spline curve be-
cause of the input parameters required to define a curve. We discuss how the hermite curve is

Figure 61: This figure shows a small sub-set of 20 data items visualized utilizing the cuved
polyline approach. It is clearer to see a data items representative data value in the spherical
coordinate system.
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Figure 62: This image shows the control panel exposed to the user for modifying the hermite
curve settings. An explination of each of the settings follows.

defined in Section 4.3. The user is given the ability to change the lines curvature parameters by
scaling the tangent vectors lengths by a defined coefficient. Figure 62 displays the control panel
exposing the hermite spline-curve parameters. This allows the user to fine-tune the visualization
to their needs.

The first three parameters effect the scaling coefficient of the parallel and spherical vectors of
the hermite curve, to make them larger or smaller, therefore effecting the curvature of polylines.
The ’interval steps’ option defines the number of individual line-segments which should be inter-
polated along the curve. Finally, ’render vectors’ enables the user to see the vectors defined for
each curve. We find utilizing the values displayed in Figure 62 produces a curve with a sufficient
amount of curvature and is effective in enhancing visual perception.

5.5.3 Illuminated Lines

One of the challenges with using primitives in three-dimensional space is perceiving depth infor-
mation to determine the relative position and orientation of an object. Usually, depth percep-
tion can be enhanced with the use of shading from illumination. This can provide nice results
through simulating how light is reflected or absorbed from surfaces, producing what we perceive
as color [WNDS99]. In our case it is clearly essential to apply shading to the polylines, with-
out this it is difficult to determine where a point intersects in the spherical coordinate system.
Within OpenGL (the graphics environment of choice) it is not possible to apply shading to
polylines, due to the fact they do not have any faces to produce normals from. Figure 63 shows
our visualization utilizing standard polylines without shading, its difficult to perceive any depth
information, this is problematic when trying to conclude a lines position.

Peng et al. [ZPL12] show the use of octagon tubes for streamline generation for the visualization
of CFD (Computational Fluid Dynamics) data. Our first approach to enhance depth perception
consists of utilizing their octagon tube approach. Eight adjacent quads are projected along a
path to produce a three-dimensional curved octagon representing the original path. Figure 64
illustrates their approach for generating a streamline.

Each of the quad strips which make up a face of the octagon tube are used to compute nor-
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Figure 63: This image shows the connection between the parallel axes and spherical axis using
traditional OpenGL polylines. No depth information or shading is present.

mals and therefore apply shading to each corresponding octagon face. Figure 65 displays the
result of this technique applied to our visualization. While the result is improved, this ap-
proach is still disadvantageous. When the tubes are too thin, under-sampling occurs resulting
in aliasing. Additionally, computing the octagon tubes is of a high computational complexity.
The computational complexity would not be a problem if the lines only had to be computed

Figure 64: This image illustrates the construction of generating octagon tubes given a path
to follow. Upon each iteration, eight adjacent quads are projected along a path to produce a
three-dimensional octagon tube. Image Credit: Peng et al. [ZPL12]
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Figure 65: This image shows the connection between the parallel axes and spherical axis using
thin octagon tubes. Shading is now present, however, the resulting visualization features aliasing.

once, as they do in a CFD visualization, however, the spherical plot is dynamic because of
rotation and scaling. During interaction each of the tube strips have to be recomputed as the
coordinates in the spherical coordinate system will change. This has a direct impact on the
frame rate, lowering it and therefore making interaction slow. Maintaining interaction is vital
as the spherical coordinate system is in three-dimensions, rotation is needed to see the back face.

Mallo et al. [MPSS05] present illuminated lines, a method of efficiently applying shading to
polylines, also intended for the visualization of CFD data. Their method is based on cylinder
averaging to compute the diffuse and specular terms of lighting from facets of a cylinder. Uti-
lizing their method encodes much clearer depth and orientation information into polylines. The
illuminated lines method was originally created for flow visualization, specifically for rendering
streamlines. Figure 66 displays flow in a Lorenz attractor depicted through illuminated stream-
lines. In addition, to enhancing perception, their method is also fast as it is implemented on the

Figure 66: This image shows the flow in a Lorenz attractor depicted through the use of illu-
minated streamlines. The streamlines provide an efficent means of enhancing depth perception
and are visually pleasing to the eye. Image Credit: Mallo et al. [MPSS05]
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Figure 67: This image shows illuminated lines utilized in our parallel coordinates visualization.
Visual clarity and depth perception are improved. Along with this, the results are visually
pleasing on the eye.

GPU using the GLSL (OpenGL Shading Language).

The illuminated lines source code has been made publicly available as a plug-in library by Mallo
et al. [MPSS05]. We modify their library to make it object oriented and incorporate illuminated
lines into our visualization in place of traditional polylines. Figure 67 displays the results of this.

Integrated into the illuminated lines library are various user-options for changing the look-and-
feel of the polylines, we expose these through our user interface. User-options include: alpha
blending, line coloring, and anti-aliasing. Alpha blending enables high-density areas of polylines
to be emphasized while low-density areas fade away. Figure 68 shows the illuminated lines in-
corporated into our parallel and spherical coordinates hybrid with an alpha value of 0.02.

Figure 68: This image shows our parallel coordinates visualization using illuminated
lines [MPSS05]. An alpha value of 0.02 is used to reveal regions of high-density polylines.
This approach enhances depth perception and incorporates shading efficiently.
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5.5.4 Angular Histograms

In order to address and mitigate the overplotting and computational complexity problems, we
adopt and extend the angular histogram technique for parallel coordinates presented by Geng
et al. [GPS+11]. Angular histograms are a frequency based approach to represent the major
patterns and trends present within a given parallel coordinates plot. This technique is used
as an overview to locate regions of interest with in a data set, from which the user can drill
down deeper into the data set, using a polyline based visualization to show a more detailed
representation.

The angular histogram method works by splitting each axis into a number of uniform regions,
otherwise known as bins. To create the visualization, the whole data set is iterated over, with
the number of polylines falling into each bin along with their average angle with neighboring
axes recorded. Bins are visualized as angular histograms, encoding both the average angle of
incoming/outgoing polylines and frequency information. Overall, this provides a nice overview
of the trends and patterns present, as can be seen in Figure 69.

We modify the original visualization by splitting angular histograms on the parallel coordi-
nate axes neighboring the spherical coordinate plot when the spherical coordinate system is
displaced, this encodes both upward and downward polyline information. If we do not split
the histograms, the histograms neighboring the spherical axis are deemed ineffective, due to the
upward and downward polylines effectively equalizing each other out. Figure 70 displays the
angular histogram technique when the spherical coordinate system is displaced.

The angular histogram method assists in providing a nice overview of the patterns and relation-
ships within the parallel coordinate axes. However, the problem of overplotting and computa-
tional complexity still exist on the spherical axis.

Figure 69: This figure shows angular histograms applied to our parallel coordinate axes. Fre-
quency is encoded through the bars width and color. Average angle is represented through the
orientation of histogram bars. This can be used to extract the major trends occurring on the
parallel axes.
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Figure 70: The histogram bars neighboring the spherical axis are split when the spherical coor-
dinate system is displaced. This enables us to show bidirectional polyline information.

5.5.5 Spherical, Angular Histogram

To incorporate both frequency and angular information into the spherical coordinate system,
we extend the spherical histogram technique presented by Grundy et al. [GJL+09] to encode
angular information. Figure 71 shows the traditional spherical histogram method encoding the
frequency of polylines intersecting with bins tiled on the sphere. Additionally, we show frequency

Figure 71: This image shows the traditional spherical histogram technique as presented by
Grundy et al. [GJL+09] applied to the spherical axis. This approach displays the frequency of
polylines falling into each sphere segment through histogram bar height.
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Figure 72: This image shows our angular spherical histogram method. The height of histogram
bars represent binned frequency, and the curvature of bars represents the average angle of
polylines with neighboring axes.

histograms applied to the parallel axes. It is visually apparent how less effective the visualization
is with out angular information encoded in comparison to Figure 69. Clearly, encoding angular
information could be advantageous applied to the spherical axis.

To encode the average angle of binned polylines into the spherical histogram, we manipulate the
histogram bars curvature. Bars are effectively pulled towards the average angle they represent.
Frequency information remains encoded by the length of the curved histogram bars. Histogram
bar curvature is computed using a hermite spline curve. Figure 72 shows our extended angular
spherical histogram.

We provide the user with the option of changing the histogram bar length through a scaling
coefficient. The length of bars can be multiplied by a coefficient in order to see less or more of
the bar when it is not clear what value the curvature represents and therefore where the average

Figure 73: This image displays our spherical angular histogram with extended bars to add more
clarity to the visualization. The same data is used as in Figure 72.
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Figure 74: This image displays an occlusion problem between histogram bars which occurs when
visualizing certain data samples. This is due to histogram bars curvatures conflicting with each
other and therefore leading to bars overlapping.

angle lies. Figure 73 shows our angular spherical histogram with extended histogram bars to
make its average angle more definable. In addition, we allow the user to manipulate the his-
togram curvature parameters, utilizing the same interface in the curved polyline visualization,
this enables the user to fine-tune the visualization.

The spherical, angular histogram method enables us to perceive patterns and trends present
on the spherical axis in relation to the neighboring parallel axes. While this is effective, self-
occlusion is a problem with histogram bars overlapping due to conflicting curvatures. Figure 74
displays such a scenario. To overcome this, we expose the histogram bar curvature parameters
to the user, enabling them to fine-tune the visualization to reduce occlusion. Clearly this is a
non-trivial task, and is not ideal.

Furthermore, the conventional rectangular sphere tiling utilized for binning is irregular, as a
result of this distortion occurs near the poles (Figure 75 illustrates this problem). This in turn
means the visualization represents an incorrect underlying representation of the data, suffering
from the lie factor principle, as defined by Tufte [Tuf01]
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Figure 75: This image shows the coventional sphere tiling strategy and the problems associated
with it for binning data. Bins become distorted at the poles of the sphere. The histogram of
great circle seperation (right) shows the irregularity of bin size throughout the sphere. Image
Credit: Teanby [Tea06]

5.5.6 Line-based Spherical Histogram

A frequency-based approach is more naturally suited to larger data sets than the polyline based
approach. Our first frequency-based method, the spherical angular histogram, suffered from the
problem of occlusion. There were too many histogram bars present, which occasionally, due to
the curvature of the histogram bars lead to them occluding each other. Additionally, not all the
histogram bars are effective when trying to extract patterns between neighboring axes, small
(low frequency) bars wont effectively show patterns with the neighboring dimensions. If the bar
is not long enough to reflect the curvature, the user will be unable to trace the curvature to the
average representative value on the neighboring axis.

The angular histogram method by Geng et al. [GPS+11] adopted on the spherical axis is a
combination of the advantages of point-based histograms with those of line-based histograms.
Point-based histograms encode an overview of the data, displaying the data frequency mapped
to histogram length. This displays the number of polylines intersecting at a position on an
axis. Line-based histograms bin the connection of polylines between axes. This displays the
trends occurring between axes. Figure 76 illustrates the differences between these techniques
in implementation and visualization. As a result of shortening the histogram lengths to encode
frequency within angular histograms, it makes it difficult to trace the average angles of bars
with low frequency. Furthermore, because we are now in three-dimensions (spherical axis) as
opposed to one-dimensional space (parallel axis), occlusion is a much greater problem.

Grundy et al. [EGS09] introduced the spherical histogram technique, we extended this to include
angular histograms, depicting the average angle and frequency of polylines with neighboring di-
mensions. The traditional spherical histogram is a point-based histogram technique, encoding
the number of data items residing in each bin. Our aim is to create a frequency-based vi-
sualization which shows the spherical axis in relation to its neighboring axes, such that, it is
possible to extract patterns occurring between neighboring dimensions. We now apply a line-
based histogram technique to the spherical axis, connecting it to the neighboring parallel axes,
this encodes the relationship polylines have between the neighboring bins.
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Figure 76: This image visually depicts the difference between point-based (left) and line-based
(right) binning techniques. Point-based methods bin the frequency of polylines falling into
each region. Conversely, line-based methods bin the connection of polylines between regions on
neighboring axes. Credit: Geng et al. [GPS+11]

A two-dimensional bin map is created for each parallel axis directly neighboring the spherical
axis. Along the first dimension of the bin map, is the number of spherical bins and the sec-
ond, the number of parallel bins. Data items are binned utilizing this two-dimensional matrix,
first looking up which spherical bin the data item resides in, and then the parallel bin. The
frequency of polylines falling into each bin is recorded.. The resulting bin map displays the
distribution of all line segments between the spherical and parallel axes. Visualized bins are
drawn as thick curved (hermite split) illuminated lines, connecting the center of the spherical
bin to the center of the parallel bin. Thick illuminated lines are used to make them more promi-
nent and show they represent more than one line. Color is used to encode frequency information.

To further reduce the number of polylines drawn and therefore occlusion, only bins which meet
a specified criteria are visualized. A trivial criteria applied to the bin map is a simple threshold
algorithm. If the number of binned items is above the set threshold then they are visualized,
otherwise ignored. Utilizing this, only the most well represented polylines are visualized. This
reduces the number of polylines present and therefore occlusion. Figure 77 displays our line-
based histogram with a threshold of 10 polylines set.

This produces nice results, it is easy to see the most represented bins between the parallel and
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Figure 77: This image illustrates our line-based histogram technique. The connection of polylines
between regions on the neighboring spherical axis and parallel axis is binned. Here, bins with a
frequency of above 10 are visualized by connecting the center of the neighboring bins together.

spherical axes. Despite the main disadvantage of the line-based approach being its lack of visual
clarity over the frequency of bins. Color appears to act as an effective means of putting forward
this variable. It is clear to tell which line represents the highest frequency of polylines and which
the lowest.

Currently, we only implement a trivial threshold algorithm which is exposed to the user for

Figure 78: This image illustrates the effect an irregular binning strategy has on the line-based
histogram. Distortion of bins occurs at the poles, due to their small size its rare these bins reach
a high frequency. As a result of this bins along the center line often have a higher bin count due
to occupying a larger area on the sphere.
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interaction with the line-based histogram. There is obvious room for other more sophisticated
algorithms to be experimented with, however, this is out of the scope of this project. Clustering
could prove to be interesting in discovering groups of similar bins. Along with visualizing other
statistical methods, this could prove to be a powerful tool in revealing patterns and trends be-
tween the spherical and parallel axis.

As a result of the sphere tessellation method utilized for the binning of data, the line-based
histogram method suffers from the same problem as the angular, spherical histogram. Distor-
tion at the poles occurs, unfavorably meaning the bins at the center line occupy more area,
meaning they are more likely to have a higher bin count. Figure 78 illustrates the bins along
the center line having a higher count, no high frequency bins exist along the poles, this is not a
true representation of the data. Furthermore, results produced are in-proportional to the space
they occupy on the graphics display. See Section 5.5.7 for a further discussion of this.

5.5.7 Sphere Tessellation

Sphere tessellation is the process of constructing a sphere as a series of geometric primitives
to form a mesh. So far we have utilized a conventional latitudinal, longitudinal sphere mesh,
generated by following lines of latitude and longitude. Teanby [Tea06] discusses why this sphere
mesh is ineffective in the binning of data. Bins become distorted near the poles and vary in size
throughout the mesh. Teanby [Tea06] illustrates the effect of bins bunched up around the poles
in Figure 75. We have already seen the direct effect of this in the spherical, angular histogram
and line-based histogram.

The direct effect of utilizing the conventional sphere tessellation method produces a visualization
that is not accurately portraying the underlying data. Worse yet, the visualization goes against
Tufte’s lie factor, resulting in visualizations of which the bin sizes are in-proportional to the
space they occupy on the graphics display, this can only be achieved with a regular sphere tiling
strategy.

Figure 79: This image illustrates the conventional latitudinal, longitudinal sphere mesh. This
mesh illustrates the binning strategy we have used so far for frequency based methods on the
spherical axis.
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However, the conventional sphere tessellation method is not without its advantages. Its trivial
and computationally cheap to construct a sphere. Within spherical coordinates, theta and
phi are incremented in small steps within their bounds, to derive the coordinates of points on
the sphere. Applying a tessellation algorithm to these points results in a sphere. Along with
quick construction, it is computationally cheap to bin data, that is, discover which bin a data
item resides in. Essentially, the formula for construct the sphere is reversed to compute the
corresponding bins array index. The code for this follows:

int SphericalHistogram::Intersect(double x, double y, double z)

{

int thetaBound = 180;

int thiBound = 360;

//convert to spherical coordinates

double r = sqrt((x*x) + (y*y) + (z*z));

double thei = radianToDegree(atan2(y , x));

double theta = radianToDegree(acos(z / r));

//reverse formula to find out what laterial region its in

// and which longitudal region

double thetaGap = thetaBound / GetNoLongs();;

double thiGap = thiBound / GetNoLats();;

int lats = int((thei / thiGap));

int longs = int((theta / thetaGap));

// Return array index to bin position

// Assumes array is positioned sequentially winding around latitude then longitude

double pos = (lats * GetNoLats()) + longs;

return pos;

}

A new sphere tessellation method is needed to accurately portray the underlying data structure.
It is required the sphere consists of uniform, or at least very close to uniform sphere segments
of equal area. Furthermore, the visualization process of mesh construction and binning must be
achieved in real-time. Our visualizations are highly interactive due to their three-dimensional
nature, we need to maintain this interactivity to provide a good user-experience. We now discuss
the sphere construction and binning of data

Sphere Construction
Sphere tessellation is a problem which traces back to the field of cartography (map design),
specifically in the area of map projections. A map projection is a function which maps from a
sphere (the earth) to a two-dimensional plane to create planar maps. Within maps it is desired
that the following properties hold during the projection: shape, area, direction, bearing, dis-
tance and scale. However, it has been proven that no perfect solution is possible to maintain all
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Figure 80: This image displays two new sphere tessellation methods. Left, the equal-area sphere
tessellation strategy proposed by Leopardi et al. [Leo]. Right, the geodesic sphere tessellation
strategy, here an almost equal area tiling is utilized. Image Credit: Wikipedia Commons.

of these properties without distortion occurring in one or more of the other properties [vW08].
Area preserving maps are of particular interest, these preserve area while allowing the other
properties to be distorted. We require an area preserving sphere tessellation method.

There is a large amount of related literature regarding sphere tessellation methods. However,
there is not much in the way of creating a uniform sphere constructed of regular segments. Leop-
ardi et al. [Leo] present partitioning a unit sphere into regions of equal area and small diameter.
Their resulting tessellation is illustrated in Figure 80 left. While their method looks effective
in meeting our criteria, we have not found it possible to reproduce their algorithm. Another
method, is the geodesic sphere (Figure 80 right). An almost uniform grid is created utilizing
subdivision surfaces and spherical projection of a platonic solid, typically an icosahedron is used
due to the high number of identical faces. Other methods may well exist, but these are the only
two strategies we have come across from our literature review and discussions with colleagues.

Teanby [Tea06] demonstrates the effectiveness of the geodesic sphere for binning in Figure 81.
The result of the bins being ’almost identical’ is negligible, with the bins evenly distributed over
the entire sphere. The geodesic sphere is an effective binning strategy, as a result of this we im-
plement this sphere tessellation strategy into our visualizations. Teanby [Tea06] also discusses
the application of using a mesh refinement algorithm to equalize the area of triangles in the
mesh. However, we believe the accuracy gains will not be significant, proving this is far beyond
the scope of this paper.

A geodesic sphere is constructed using subdivision surfaces of the faces of an icosahedron pla-
tonic solid(Figure 82). Each face is recursively subdivided, with each of the new faces produced
projected onto a unit sphere.

The following steps are required to produce a geodesic sphere:

• Find the midpoints along each edge of all faces.

• Normalize lengths of the new resulting midpoints such that they are projected to unit
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Figure 81: This image shows the results of a geodesic sphere (left) for binning. Bins are evenly
distributed across the sphere (middle). Along with this, the spread of great arc widths of bins
is much less distributed as shown by the histogram (right). Image Credit: Teanby [Tea06].

sphere length.

• Construct four triangles representing the subdivided triangle face for each face on the
icosahedron. New triangles are constructed from the new midpoints and old vertices of
the face.

• The array of all triangles refers to the mesh of the subdivided icosahedron

• This process is repeated until the required subdivision level is reached.

Due to the recursive nature of generating a geodesic sphere a hierarchical structure is created.
We maintain the hierarchical structure when storing the mesh in memory. Utilizing this enables
us to enhance performance through applying computations on the highest level hierarchy and
then only inspecting cells of interest, in a binary tree like approach. The code for subdividing a
triangular face follows:

Figure 82: This image illustrates an Icosahedron platonic solid. This is the base primitive a
geodesic sphere is constructed from using subdivision surfaces.
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void Subdivide() {

if (m_SubDivision != NULL)

{

for (int i = 0; i < 4; i++)

m_SubDivision[i]->Subdivide();

return;

}

// Divide into 4 triangles

// 3 midpoints of each side

PointPrimative *bottom = new PointPrimative(((m_A->GetX() + m_B->GetX()) / 2.0f),

((m_A->GetY() + m_B->GetY()) / 2.0f),

((m_A->GetZ() + m_B->GetZ()) / 2.0f));

PointPrimative *right = new PointPrimative(((m_B->GetX() + m_C->GetX()) / 2.0f),

((m_B->GetY() + m_C->GetY()) / 2.0f),

((m_B->GetZ() + m_C->GetZ()) / 2.0f));

PointPrimative *left = new PointPrimative(((m_C->GetX() + m_A->GetX()) / 2.0f),

((m_C->GetY() + m_A->GetY()) / 2.0f),

((m_C->GetZ() + m_A->GetZ()) / 2.0f));

// Normalize midpoints onto surface of unit sphere

bottom->Normalize();

right->Normalize();

left->Normalize();

// 4 new triangles which are a subdivision of current triangle

m_SubDivision = new TrianglePrimative *[4];

m_SubDivision[0] = new TrianglePrimative(m_A,bottom,left);

m_SubDivision[1] = new TrianglePrimative(bottom,right,left);

m_SubDivision[2] = new TrianglePrimative(bottom,m_B,right);

m_SubDivision[3] = new TrianglePrimative(left,right,m_C);

}

Figure 83 shows the geodesic sphere integrated into our system.

We expose a user-option for controlling the subdivision depth, and therefore the number of
resulting faces produced. This allows the user to modify the quantization of data during the
binning process.

Binning of Data
We now have a sphere tessellation method, constructed of regular bins. In order for the fre-
quency based methods (line-based histogram and spherical, angular histogram) to utilize this
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Figure 83: This image shows the geodesic sphere integrated into our application on the spherical
axis. The sphere is displaced along its center line.

sphere tessellation for binning, we must implement a means of discovering which bin a data item
resides in. We now discuss two methods of computing this. The winding number method, and
our proposed dot product approach. Computing which bin a data item resides in is a compli-
cated task, it is clearly not feasible to search every cell manually and perform tests upon each
vertex face to see if is inside or outside of a bin. A more intelligent solution is required which is
computationally cheap.

Teanby [Tea06] demonstrates the application of the winding number method towards discovering
if a point lies inside or outside of a cell. Figure 84 demonstrates this approach, in essence, a
point P is projected onto the plane of the cell, the sum (winding number) of all angles from a
point P towards every vertex of the cell is computed in an anti-clockwise direction. If the point

Figure 84: This image illustrates the winding number method. (a) The test point is inside the
cell, the sum of the angles between each vertex is equal to 2π. (b) The test point is outside
the cell, the sum of the angles between each vertex is equal to 0. (c) illustrates the process of
projecting the point onto the place of the cell. Image Credit: Teanby [Tea06]
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P lies outside the cell then the winding number will equal 0. Otherwise, if the point P lies inside
the cell, the angles will sum up to equal 2π.

While the winding method is an applicable approach to binning data, it is a costly algorithm.
For each data item in the data set, a point has to be projected to the cells plane, and then the
angles have to be computed the data item has with each of the cells vertexes. We can make
performance enhancements to the algorithm, by computing the maximum great arc width from
the center of the bin to test if the item is outside the maximum width of the bin and therefore
not residing in the bin. Furthermore, we can utilize the hierarchical structure of the sphere,
inspecting the base level icosahedron (20 faces) and then recursively only inspecting faces which
meet the winding number criteria. However, this method is still computationally expensive.

We propose a new method for binning data, through the use of the dot product. The dot
product is a function, which takes two vectors of equal-length and returns a summation of
the multiplication of corresponding components of the two vectors. Given two vectors, a =
[a1, a2, · · · , an] and b = [b1, b2, · · · , bn] the dot product is defined as:

a · b =

n∑
i−1

aibi = +a1b1 + · · ·+ anbn

The dot product is directly related to the angle between two vectors. If the vectors are per-
pendicular a value of 0 is returned. If they are opposite (more than 90 degrees) the value is
negative, conversely if they are in a similar direction (less than 90 degrees) the value is positive.
Generally, with the exception of perpendicular vectors, the larger the value returned, the more
similar two vectors are to each other. The vectors we bin, are already normalized to unit length,
furthermore, the center of bins is also precomputed and normalized upon sphere construction.
This is therefore an ideal solution. Each cell is inspected and the dot product with the center of
each bin and the vector data item is computed. The cell returning the highest value, is the bin
the data item resides in. Once again, we make use of the hierarchical data structure, recursively
inspecting cells which meet the dot product criteria until the lowest level bin the data item
resides in is found.

We compare the proposed methods runtime with the existing binning technique for the conven-
tional sphere tessellation. Table 2 displays the run time results when applied to data sets of
small, medium, and large size. Tests are run on a Dell XPS 8300, consisting of an Intel Core
i7-2600 Processor (3.4 Ghz, 8MB), and 12288MB of DDR3 RAM.

Data Set Size / Binning Algorithm Conventional Sphere
Binning (MilliSeconds)

Dot Product (MilliSeconds)

Small (10,359 items) 5 6
Medium (138,104 items) 70 680
Large Data Set (622,843 items) 320 3074

Table 2: This table shows runtime comparison results of the conventional sphere binning method,
and our new proposed dot product method. Each of these methods is applied to small (10,359
items), medium (138,104 items) and large (622,843 items) data sets with their runtime for each
recorded in MilliSeconds.
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The results show a substantial increase in the run-time of the dot product method in comparison
to the conventional binning approach. However, this has to be expected due to the additional
computation required. We believe that this is increase in time is negligible, and not a direct
effect on user-experience. The benefits of having an accurate representation of the data out
weighs the computational costs. Additionally, the data only needs to be binned once, after
the histogram is computed, the user can rotate and interact with the visualization without any
further computation required.

Sphere Tessellation Results
We have presented a regular sphere tessellation method (the geodesic sphere), along with a
binning strategy coupled with it (dot product method). These methods are integrated into the
spherical, angular histogram and line-based histogram visualizations we have already introduced.
This is a trivial task due to the object oriented structure utilized. We expose to the user the
option of utilizing either binning approach, the conventional sphere tiling, or the new sphere
tiling method. The conventional method is what the biologists are used to analyzing data with,
it therefore makes sense to expose this as a user-option. The frequency-based visualization tech-
niques are now presented with the new tiling method shown in comparison to the conventional
method.

Figure 85 left, shows the spherical, angular histogram method utilizing the conventional sphere
tessellation approach. Right, displays the visualization utilizing the geodesic sphere tessellation
method. We can see the overall structure of the histogram visualization does not change much in
the bins residing along the center line, however, at the poles more information can be extracted
and it is possible to depict more patterns and trends accurately.

Figure 86 left, shows the line-based histogram method utilizing the conventional sphere tes-
sellation approach. Right, displays the visualization utilizing the geodesic sphere tessellation
method. We can see the visualization changes dramatically. Previously, all the lines connecting
the parallel histograms to the spherical histograms, appeared along the center lines, these were
the bins which were largest and therefore had more chance of more data occupying them. Due

Figure 85: This image shows the spherical, angular histogram technique utilizing the old con-
ventional sphere tessellation method (left) and new geodesic sphere tessellation method (right).
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Figure 86: This image shows the line-based histogram technique utilizing the old conventional
sphere tessellation method (left) and new geodesic sphere tessellation method (right).

to the bins being more or less even area in the new sphere tessellation strategy, less bins exceed
the frequency threshold, reducing the overall number of bins, and therefore polylines drawn.
Furthermore, bins along the poles are now depicted, previously, the majority of bins resided
along the centerline.

The results of the new sphere tessellation method approach appear promising, providing a
more accurate binning strategy for the frequency-based approaches through an even area sphere
tiling. Overall, the new tiling is advantageous to our visualizations in accurately portraying the
underlying structure of our data along with the trends and patterns present.

5.6 Interaction and User-Options

Interaction and user-options play a vital role in our visualizations. Firstly, our visualizations
are three-dimensional, the user has to interact with the scene to inspect the full visualization.
Secondly, the marine wildlife data consists of a temporal nature, users need to perceive this
temporal component. Finally, the data we utilize is of a large nature, it is important to abide
by the information seeking mantra proposed by Shneiderman [Shn96], to enable users to drill
down into data for further inspection. In this section we present the following corresponding
user-options and interaction techniques to assist in these requirements. Sphere rotation for
interacting with the scene, animation to represent the temporal component and brushing to
drill down deeper into data.

5.6.1 Sphere Rotation

The spherical coordinate system is three-dimensional. Rotation is required to enable the user
to see all 360 degrees of the coordinate system. In order to achieve this, we keep the paral-
lel coordinates axes static, only the spherical axis can be rotated. Lines are drawn from the
static axis to where they intersect in the rotated spherical coordinate system. Instead of im-
plementing rotation for the user to perceive the whole coordinate system, we could flatten the
three-dimensional space into two-dimensions. However, the spherical coordinate system provides
an intuitive representation of vector data. In addition to rotation, we also introduce zooming,
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once again, only the spherical coordinate system is scaled, with the parallel coordinates plot
remaining static at a fixed scale.

5.6.2 Animation

Animation utilizes playback to show the progression of a visualization over time. Animation
works by effectively creating a visualization for every time-step and then linking together all the
visualizations together in video format to create an animation. Each visualization has its own
methodology for playback. We utilize animation in the following visualizations for interrogating
the temporal nature of our data:

• polyline based visualization,

• angular histograms, on both the spherical and parallel axes,

• line-based histogram.

The playback functionality is exposed to the user by a control panel. Here a user can, play,
pause, and stop the current playback state. Additionally the user can interact with the focus
window to modify the state of playback. As shown in Figure 87, a line represents the current
position of playback. The user can click on the focus window to move to a specific time-step,
and move the cursor to effectively fast-forward through the animation.

Within the polyline based visualization, only a user-defined playback window is shown at any
one time. That is, x amount of previous or future time-steps are displayed to the user. Dis-
playing all the time-steps up to the current playback time-step produces too much occlusion.
Therefore only a moving window sub-set is visualized.

Figure 87: This image shows the focus line-plot visualization window. Within this window, a
vertical line is draw to represent the current playback position in the data set.
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The histogram visualization, has three different playback options. These show the evolution of
the histogram over time. These are described as follows:

• Firstly, relative growing - All histogram bars lengths are normalized in terms of all other
axes. A progressive growth is used to show a smooth evolution of the histogram growth
over time.

• Secondly, non-relative growing - Histogram bars lengths are normalized in terms of the axis
they belong to. A progressive growth is used to show a smooth evolution of the histogram
growth over time.

• Thirdly, non-relative non-growing. Histogram bars lengths are normalized in terms of
the axis they belong to. Histogram growth is not taken into account, such that, at any
time-step the histogram bar with the largest bin spans the largest possible histogram size.

Finally, the line-based histogram utilizes an iterative playback strategy. Displaying the state
of the histogram rendered up until the current time-step displayed. This enables the user to
perceive at which time-steps the histogram bins go above the set threshold, along with their
current frequency’s.

A playback function is arguably not the best method for representing the temporal nature
of data. In order to perceive temporal patterns, the whole data set has to be played back,
a potentially time consuming process when utilizing large data sets. Additionally, animation
requires cognitive effort from the user to make connections between time steps. Representing
temporal patterns in parallel coordinates is by no means a solved problem. We believe this is
an important area for future work.

5.6.3 Brushing in 2D

Brushing is an effective technique for extracting sub-sets of data meeting an explicit crite-
ria [HLD02]. Typically, the user marks sub-sets of data, for example, a minimum and maximum
data range for a specific attribute via a ’brush-like interface’. These sub-sets are then made to
visually stand out in the visualization.

Within parallel coordinates, brushing is a popular interaction technique. Utilizing brushing aims
to assist in the problem of only perceiving an axis relationship with its neighboring dimensions.
Sub-sets of data are selected on an axis, through user selection. Polylines falling within this se-
lection are then accentuated, this enables the users criteria selection to be percieved in relation
with the other dimensions in the data set.

In our application we enable the user to select regions on a parallel axis using their mouse.
Blending is used to make lines falling within this selection stand out. A low-opacity is given
to lines not meeting the criteria. Conversely, a high-opacity is given to polylines meeting the
criteria. This includes polylines connecting the spherical axis to the parallel axes.

Figure 88 shows brushing utilized on a lower portion of the ’Compass Y’ data dimension (yellow
highlighted region). The brushed selection is accentuated throughout the hybrid visualization.
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Figure 88: This image shows brushing on the parallel axes. Here, a brushed region (highlighted
yellow) is made on the lower portion of the Compass Y data axis. Brushed data is accentuated
throughout the visualization by higher-opacity polylines.

5.6.4 Brushing in 3D

In addition to brushing in two-dimensions on the parallel coordinates axes, we implement three-
dimensional brushing on the spherical coordinate system. Users can select sphere segments, to
perceive the relationship the data items falling in a sphere segment have with the other data
dimensions.

The user can select regions on the sphere they want to make data items intersecting within this
region more prominent. The binning approach, previously discussed in Section 5.5.7 is utilized
to find which data items fall in a region. From this, all data items falling into the selected region
are given a high-opacity, other polylines are given a low opacity.

Figure 89: This image shows brushing on the spherical axis. Here, a sphere segment is high-
lighted. All polylines falling within this sphere segment are accentuated throughout the visual-
ization by higher-opacity polylines.
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Figure 89 shows brushing utilized on the highlighted sphere segment. The brushed selection is
accentuated throughout the hybrid visualization.

6 Evaluation and Domain Expert Review

The author is funded for this project by the KESS (Knowledge Economy Skills Scholarships)
programme [KES]. ’KESS is a major European Convergence programme led by Bangor Univer-
sity on behalf of the higher-education sector in Wales’. In essence, industry is brought together
with higher-education to promote collaborations between universities and industry for applied
research.

Our industrial sponsor for this project is Grid-tools Ltd http://www.grid-tools.com/. Grid-
Tools are a leading company in test data management, specializing in ’data generation, test
data management and provisioning of agile data for Agile environments’. Utilizing real data
during testing is problematic. Firstly, it may not provide full coverage of all the possible inputs
/ outputs. Secondly, there are data protection issues with using real data. Generating test
data is challenging, Grid-Tools are specialists in this area, generating synthetic data for testing.
Using their software, data requirements can be set for each data dimension which define the data
generated. This provides a comprehensive suite of test data built upon the testing requirements.
Data is the driving force behind the company. Visualization has the potential to be useful in
determining how good their test data is.

In July, the author visited Grid-Tools’ main office for the afternoon, giving a talk on the work-
in-progress visualizations produced during this project. Appendix B illustrates the presentation
given. The overall interest in our visualizations was promising. Feedback reported on the sim-
plicity of our visualizations leading to a quick sense of understanding of the data presented. The
natural coupling of parallel coordinates with spherical coordinates made sense and was thought
of as a logical direction for visualization. Of particular interest was the histogram based ap-
proaches, which were stated as a necessary step in visualizing large data before drilling down
into the data to inspect areas of interest in more detail.

Grid-Tools showed a high-level of interest in the parallel coordinates visualization technique and
were interested in applying it to their generated data for use during their business pitches with
clients. They require a method to demonstrate to clients why their synthetic data is better than
the current data used by a company, often these are simple data sets with minimal coverage.
Producing two visualizations, one of Grid-Tools data and one of a companies data will enable
direct comparison of data sets enabling the difference in quality of data to be percieved. This is
turn shows the effectiveness of their software tools and the benefits a quality data set will bring
in reducing software failures after release.

In addition to presenting our work to our industrial sponsor, we presented our solution to Rory
Wilson, head of the Biology department at Swansea, and the pioneer of the Daily Diary devices.
Rory’s feedback was priceless, he liked the idea, and once again thought it was a logical step
forward to extend the spherical coordinate visualizations by Grundy et al. [GJL+09] to show
the relationship between the tri-axial accelerometer (three-dimensional vector) data and other
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Figure 90: This image shows a three-dimensional radial arrangement of axes. A central axis is
exposed from which all other axes are radially aligned around. All axes are connected to the
central axis, encoding all data items relationship to to central axis. Here, time is exposed as the
central axis, with all the other dimensions shown in comparison to it. Image Credit: Johansson
et al [JCJ05].

data dimensions. Rory liked the parallel coordinates technique and its ability to reveal trends
between data attributes.

Rory noted one of the downfalls of parallel coordinates in its lack of ability to find trends be-
tween data dimensions which are not neighboring each other. He was interested in discovering
the relationship the tri-axial accelerometer attribute has with all the other data dimensions. The
talk soon moved onto different visual layouts of the axes to achieve this. One idea of particular
interest was to place the sphere at the center with all the other axes radially aligned around
it. This is similar to the multi-relational parallel coordinates technique presented by Johansson
et al [JCJ05]. Here a central axis is selected and the other axes are radially aligned around it
with polylines drawn to the central axis. This enables the perception of the relationship a data
dimension has with the other data dimensions. Figure 90 shows this visualization.

One of the challenges of placing the spherical coordinate plot as a central axis is we already
suffer from a large amount of occlusion in our singular connection from a one-dimensional axis
to three-dimensional spherical coordinates. Adding additional links from multiple axes to one
spherical coordinates plot will introduce even more occlusion and overplotting due to the shear
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number of polylines connecting the visualization together. To reduce this, a frequency based
approach is probably the way forward. Within our future work we hope to investigate different
visual methods for showing the relationship the spherical coordinate system has with all the
other data dimensions.

Feedback from our experts has been promising, overall our work has been well received. The
ideas presented by our experts are valuable and there is clearly a lot of ideas which need to
be investigated within future work. While, our feedback has been promising, a user-study and
domain expert review of the final visualization system is essential. A user-study will enable us to
understand the effectiveness of our techniques in finding patterns and trends, this is also future
work. A direct comparison between the existing system, presented by Grundy et al. [GJL+09]
and our system will be beneficial in understanding how effective our system is and if it holds
any additional value for data analysis.

7 Conclusion and Future Work

Visualization is clearly a valuable tool for gaining insight into data. We believe that visualization
is of great importance to the biologists in assisting them in discovering new animal behavioral
patterns. Visualization certainly has the potential to uncover new behaviors which were previ-
ously not possible utilizing current data analysis techniques. Not only is visualization powerful
in the analysis of data, but also in the communication of results and exploration. These are
important tasks when undertaking scientific experiments and research.

In this project we present novel solutions to integrated parallel coordinates with a spherical
coordinate system. We join together the advantages of spherical coordinates for visualization
of tri-axial accelerometry data with those of parallel coordinates for interrogating large time
series multi-variate sensor data. A naive approach suffers from multiple limitations including
overplotting, computational complexity, and occlusion. We present the following user-options
to assist in mitigating these: split sphere, curved polylines, spherical angular histograms, and
line-based histograms. Furthermore, we experiment with sphere tessellation methods for binning
to improve the accuracy and speed of visualization techniques utilizing spherical binning.

The main goal of this project is to demonstrate the effectiveness of generating one visual aide by
integrating different spatial domains together, as opposed to multiple linked coordinate views.
We bring this idea to life through a new visualization technique, integrating parallel coordinates
with a spherical coordinate system. To achieve this a distinctive link which depicts the relation-
ships and patterns between differing coordinate systems must be made. We demonstrate a link
from a one-dimensional space (parallel coordinates axis) to a three-dimensional space (spherical
coordinates). Generating such a link is not without its problems, the bulk of which are the intro-
duction of occlusion and overplotting when dealing with larger data sets. However, the idea of
generating one visual aide is advantageous, and feedback from our domain experts and industrial
partners have been promising. The idea of integrating spatial domains together to generate one
stand-alone visual aide is thought of as of a step in the right direction in the field of visualization.

Within future work we would like to experiment with integrating a multitude of different co-
ordinate systems together. We believe we have only scratched the surface in terms of this
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visualization approach and a larger system could have an impact on a variety of research areas.
A generic link to connect coordinate systems together is probably not possible, however, it would
be interesting to see a solution where users can drag and drop data attributes, choosing which
spatial domain to represent each dimension in, and the connection type between spatial domains
to depict relationships. Claessen et al. [CvW11] took a similar approach in allowing users to
drag and drop one-dimensional axes and connect them together, such an approach could prove
useful for a larger system.

There are many research directions in terms of future work for our integrated parallel and
spherical coordinate visualization system. Firstly, investigating integrating multiple spherical
coordinate axes. Our data contains two types of accelerometer samples, dynamic acceleration
and static acceleration. Both of these are three-dimensional vector dimensions naturally suited in
a spherical coordinate system. It would be interesting to see both of these attributes in relation
to each other. Another interesting direction is methods of effectively depicting magnitude as well
as direction in spherical coordinates. Currently, vector data is normalized to remove magnitude
information. Our domain expert had several ideas in terms of the layout of axes, this mainly
involved radially arranging axes around the spherical system to shows its relationship with all
the other data dimensions. This idea is particularly interesting, and poses many challenges as
the number of polylines will increase by a large amount and therefore so will the occlusion. A
domain expert review and user-study will be required in future work to discover effectiveness of
our technique to see what new insights can be gained compared to other approaches.

Many unsolved research problems still exist for the parallel coordinates visualization technique.
Unsolved problems include, dimensionality when dealing with high-dimensional data sets, rep-
resenting time-oriented data effectively to extract temporal patterns, and visual clutter when
visualizing large data sets. Further research needs to be undertaken to mitigate and solve these
as our solution inherits these downfalls.

Overall, this project has been interesting and the results appear promising. We hope this
research project will be the seed to many more related projects. We hold a firm belief that
creating one visual aide is the way forward and needs to be investigated further within future
research work.
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Abstract
Parallel coordinates is one of the most popular and widely used visualization techniques for large, high dimen-
sional data. Often, data attributes are visualized on individual axes with polylines joining them. However, some
data attributes are more naturally represented with a spherical coordinate system. We present a novel coupling of
parallel coordinates with spherical coordinates, enabling the visualization of vector and multi-dimensional data.
The spherical plot is integrated as if it is an axis in the parallel coordinate visualization. This hybrid visualization
benefits from enhanced visual perception, representing vector data in a more natural spatial domain and also
reducing the number of parallel axes within the parallel coordinates plot. This raises several challenges which we
discuss and provide solutions to, such as, visual clutter caused by over plotting and the computational complexity
of visualizing large abstract, time-dependent data. We demonstrate the results of our work-in-progress visual-
ization technique using biological animal tracking data of a large, multi-dimensional, time-dependent nature,
consisting of tri-axial accelerometry samples as well as several additional attributes. In order to understand ma-
rine wildlife behavior, the acceleration vector is reconstructed in spherical coordinates and visualized alongside
with the other data attributes to enable exploration, analysis and presentation of marine wildlife behavior.

Categories and Subject Descriptors (according to ACM CCS): I.3.3 [Computer Graphics]: Picture/Image
Generation—Line and curve generation

1. Introduction and Motivation

Parallel coordinates is a widely used visualization technique
for large, multi-dimensional data. First introduced by Insel-
berg [Ins85], each data attribute is represented by an indi-
vidual axis, the combined set of all axes are aligned in par-
allel with multiple polylines connecting them. Parallel coor-
dinates is effective in the analysis of large high-dimensional
data. However, when visualizing data which contains vector
attributes, it is necessary to cognitively integrate each corre-
sponding vector axis to interpret direction, a demanding task
for the user.

While parallel coordinates is good for displaying rela-
tionships between scalar attributes, it is not as effective for
data containing vector (direction) attributes, in our case, tri-
axial acceleration data. Instead, as demonstrated by Grundy
et al. [GJL∗09] tri-axial accelerometer data is better repre-
sented in three-dimensional spherical coordinates. This of-
fers a compact representation, enabling visualization, aggre-
gation, exploration and analysis of direction in space.

We join the advantages of spherical coordinates for visual-
ization of tri-axial accelerometry data with those of parallel
coordinates for interrogating large time series multi-variate
sensor data. The naive joining of the two leads to many prob-
lems. Firstly, the computational complexity of parallel co-
ordinates means rendering speeds can be slow, due to the
amount of polylines rendered [GPL∗11]. Secondly, an oc-
clusion problem occurs from rendering more polylines than
available pixels [GPL∗11]. It is important to create a visu-
alization which is fast at rendering to enable interaction and
exploration of the three-dimensional spherical plot, as well
as a visualization which displays a true representation of un-
derlying patterns in the data set.

In this paper, we present a novel, work-in-progress so-
lution, providing a hybrid visualization of integrated par-
allel and spherical coordinates. Our solution features: a
split spherical coordinate sphere to reduce occlusion, curved
polylines for enhancing visual perception, and spherical an-
gular histograms for reducing overplotting and the compu-
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tational complexity of parallel coordinates. This paper pro-
vides the following contributions:

• an integrated spherical and parallel coordinates visualiza-
tion,

• approaches to address over-plotting and occlusion,
• application of our techniques to real-world time-

dependent, high-dimensional, abstract data.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In section
2, we provide an overview of related work. In section 3,
we present our user-options and associated visualizations,
demonstrating the results on marine wildlife behavioral data.
Finally, in section 4, we conclude our findings and outline
future work.

2. Related Work

The problem of visualizing high-dimensional vector data
was recognized by Qu et al. [QCX∗07], for weather data
from Hong Kong. They proposed drawing polylines from
parallel coordinates to a two-dimensional polar axis, a more
natural domain for vector data. A simple solution for extend-
ing this technique to utilize three-dimensional vector data
can be achieved by drawing lines from parallel coordinates
to a 3D spherical coordinate plot. However, this can cause
occlusion and slower interaction.

We discuss two themes of related work. Firstly, existing
methods for visualizing tri-axial accelerometer data, to dis-
cover methods of visually representing vector data and sec-
ondly, clutter reduction methods to avoid over plotting and
slow rendering speeds.

Visualization of Tri-axial Accelerometer Data Grundy et
al. [GJL∗09] showed the visualization of tri-axial marine
wildlife data using 3D spherical coordinates. Spherical scat-
ter plots are used to show the geometric distribution of data,
and spherical histograms show common animal movements.
Their method is effective at enabling the exploration of tri-
axial data, with two additional attributes forming part of the
visualization at any one time.

Blaas et al. [BBG∗09] visualize higher-order state tran-
sitions between behavior labeled tri-axial data. Their visu-
alization displays state transitions of behaviors within the
context of the state they occur in. This is advantageous by
providing easy-to-follow transition paths as well as making
it possible to perceive common behavior transitions.

Clutter reduction Similar to other information visualiza-
tion methods [FdOL03, ED07, KK96, UTH06, WB97], the
parallel coordinate plot can suffer from overplotting. In this
section, we concentrate on previous work on parallel coor-
dinates for large data sets. Generally, the clutter reduction
methods for large data sets can be categorized as: alpha-
blending, clustering, focus+context and frequency and den-
sity plots. We provide a brief overview of the literature.

Alpha Blending: Edward J. Wegman [Weg90,WL96] rep-
resented the density of the plots with transparency. This
works well with small datasets, however, with large datasets
the range of data is much greater and consequently it is more
difficult to fully represent the fidelity of complex datasets. It
is difficult to obtain a clear understanding of patterns and
clusters, and outliers may get lost.

Clustering: Fua et al. define large data sets as contain-
ing 106–109 data elements or more [FWR99]. They adopt
Birch’s hierarchical clustering algorithm which builds a tree
of nested clusters of lines based on proximity information.
Proximity-based coloring is introduced to demonstrate clus-
ters, and transparency to show the mean and the extent
of each cluster. Johansson et al. [JLJC05] transform each
K-means-derived cluster into three high precision textures,
namely an animation, outliers and structure texture, and
combine them into a polygon.

Focus+Context: Ellis et al. propose a focus+context
viewing technique that uses an automatic sampling algo-
rithm and sampling lens for parallel coordinate visualiza-
tion [ED06]. They investigate three ways to calculate the de-
gree of occlusion from overlapping polylines and describe a
raster algorithm as the most efficient metric. Novotny and
Hauser develop another focus+context visualization using
binned parallel coordinates [NH06]. Binned parallel coordi-
nates provide context views while traditional polyline-based
parallel coordinates present focus information. Ruebel et
al. [RPW∗08] extend Novotny and Hauser’s work, and pro-
pose adaptive histogram bins which use a higher resolution
in areas with high data density.

Frequency and density plots: One of the ways to reduce
the clutter in parallel coordinates is based on data frequency.
With this approach, data is often aggregated and filtered by
the binning process [AdOL04,BBP08,Car91,NH06,JTJ03].
In general, binning is the process of computing the number
of values falling in a given interval or bin and storing them
in a bin map. The data frequency can then be visually repre-
sented by the histogram.

Much previous work adopts bin maps which yields line-
based histograms [BBP08,NH06,RPW∗08]. They are effec-
tive at revealing clusters and outliers while further interac-
tion support is needed to help the user select and brush inter-
esting sub-sets of data and explore useful information. We
find that the one-dimensional point-based histogram is ef-
fective in revealing an overview of the data [HLD02,Wil96],
but such a histogram fails to depict the relations between the
data axes. Geng et al. [GPL∗11] extend the point-based his-
togram to a vector-based approach. They use the histograms
as the visual aggregation of both the frequency and the direc-
tion of polyline-axis intersections. By introducing the angu-
lar information from the polyline-axis intersections, angular
histograms and attribute curves are able to depict the rela-
tionship between data attributes.
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3. Hybrid, Multi-Dimensional Visualization

In this section we present our novel visualizations to address
occlusion, overplotting and the computational complexity
associated with a naive hybrid visualization approach.

3.1. Challenges of Large, Time Dependent, Abstract
Data

A naive coupling of parallel and spherical coordinates can
be achieved by connecting polylines from the parallel axes
to the spherical axis. In the spherical coordinate system the
x, y and z components of acceleration are normalized and
mapped onto the surface of a 3D sphere. Figure 1 (top) dis-
plays the result of this when applied to our time-dependent
animal behavior data set consisting of 1,073,053 data sam-
ples and 13 attributes. The spherical axis suffers from over-
plotting and occlusion. In addition, user interaction (rota-
tion and zooming) with the spherical plot is slower due to
the large number of polylines. This provides the motivation
behind our work, we have incorporated the following user-
options and associated visualizations to mitigate these prob-
lems:

• sphere splitting to reduce occlusion on the spherical axis,
• curved polylines to enhance visual perception between the

parallel and spherical axes.
• spherical, angular histograms to address overplotting and

computational complexity on both the parallel and spher-
ical axes,

We now discuss and display the results of these user-options.

3.2. Sphere splittng

We add a user-option to enable cutting the spherical coordi-
nate system in half, displacing each sphere half by a user-
defined distance. Our approach allows the user to change in-
teractively the displacement size. This enables the user to
specify a split which reduces occlusion. Figure 1 shows the
results of a displaced coordinate system on our large data
set. As well as reducing occlusion, this method can also re-
duce visual clutter. In addition, we provide the user with the
ability to change the alpha value used to blend the polylines.
This helps to fine-tune the visualization.

3.3. Curved Polylines

To enhance visual perception we present a user-option to uti-
lize spline curves instead of straight polylines. We replace
straight edges connected to the sphere with smooth curves
that are orthogonal to the sphere’s surface. Figure 1 demon-
strates this user-option. Polylines now display a curved
structure connected to the acceleration vector value it repre-
sents in the spherical coordinate system. This makes it easier
to perceive a polyline’s corresponding data value and assists
in discovering a polyline’s intersection point on the reference
sphere.

We utilize hermite spline curves [FvDF∗93] in the fol-
lowing way. The start point is on the parallel axis, its tangent
vector is orthogonal to the parallel axis, the endpoint is the
coordinate of the normalized acceleration vector, and its tan-
gent vector is orthogonal to the sphere at the endpoint. The
user may control the vector coefficients so they can modify
the curvature of the polylines to enhance their perception.

3.4. Spherical Angular Histograms

Angular histograms, introduced by Geng et al [GPL∗11]
provide a method of displaying an overview of the trends
in a data set within a parallel coordinates visualization. We
adopt and extend angular histograms in order to address both
overplotting and computational complexity. This technique
is used as an overview to locate regions of interest with in the
data set, prior to using a polyline based visualization to show
a detailed representation of the data. We modify the original
visualization by splitting angular histograms on parallel co-
ordinate axes neighboring the spherical coordinate plot when
the spherical coordinate system is split, this encodes both up-
ward and downward polyline information.

To incorporate both frequency and angular information
into the spherical coordinate system, we extend the spheri-
cal histogram technique presented by Grundy et al [GJL∗09]
to encode angular information. Frequency is represented by
bar height, and angular information through the bars cur-
vature together with neighboring axes histograms. As seen
in Figure 1 (bottom), the curve is effectively pulled towards
the average angle. A playback function is used to represent
the temporal component in our visualization. This is used
to show the evolution of histograms over time. Because each
curved bin represents polyline intersection frequency, the vi-
sualization is naturally suited for large data sets.

4. Conclusion and Future Work

In this paper we present work-in-progress solutions to inte-
grated parallel coordinates with a spherical coordinate sys-
tem. A naive approach suffers from multiple limitations in-
cluding overplotting, computational complexity and occlu-
sion. We presented the following user options to mitigate
these: split sphere, curved polylines and spherical angular
histograms. In future work we hope to investigate applying
multiple spherical axes for data sets with multiple vector at-
tributes, in addition to researching intuitive methods of inte-
grating magnitude as well as direction into our visualization
technique.
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Figure 1: Our user-options and their associated visualizations applied to a sample of 2764 time steps from our animal behaviour
data. Top: A spherical plot naively added to a parallel coordinates plot. Polylines are drawn from the neighboring parallel
coordinates axes to the spherical axis. The spherical plot is overplotted causing occlusion. Second from top: A split spherical
coordinate system displaced by a user defined amount. The problems of occlusion and visual clutter are reduced. Third from
top: Hermite spline curves are used instead of straight polylines to enhance visual perception. Data values are encoded into
their corresponding polylines. It is easier to perceive a lines corresponding data value and its intersection point on the sphere.
Bottom: Spherical angular histograms on the parallel and spherical axes display an overview of frequency and angles between
neighboring axes. Histograms are split when the spherical axis is displaced to show bidirectional polyline information.
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Overview
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What is Data Visualization?

• A tool that allows the user to gain insight into data. e.g. a graph

• Visualisation used on a day to day basis – Weather, maps... 

Etc.

• Data set sizes are ever-increasing making a graphical 

approach necessary.
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Information Visualization

Abstract Data

• Doesn’t exist in a spatial domain – Our job to place it in 

space. 

• Aim - Enable analysis, presentation and exploration.
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Introduction to Parallel Coordinates

Parallel coordinates is a widely used visualization technique 

for large, multi-dimensional data.
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Challenges of Parallel Coordinates

1) Visualizing large data poses several challenges:

• Computational complexity of parallel coordinates means rendering 

speeds can be slow, due to the amount of polylines rendered.

• An occlusion problem occurs from rendering more polylines than 
available pixels.
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Challenges of Parallel Coordinates

2) Not as effective for data containing vector (direction) 
attributes - User has to cognitively integrate each of vector 

components to derive direction.
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Visualization of Vector (Direction) Data

Grundy et al [GJL+09]. showed the visualization of tri-
axial vector data using three dimensional spherical 
coordinates. 
• More natural domain for vector data

Left: Spherical Scatter Plot – Show distribution of data.
Right: Spherical Histogram – Show common movements.
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Clutter Reduction Methods

Geng et al. [GPS+11] present method of displaying overview of 

distribution of large data sets within parallel coordinates.
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Project Goal

We join the advantages of spherical coordinates for visualization 

of vector data with those of parallel coordinates for interrogating 

large time series multi-variate data.
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Project Contributions

This paper provides the following contributions:

• An integrated spherical and parallel coordinates visualization,

• Approaches to address over-plotting and occlusion,

• Application of our techniques to real-world, time-dependent, 

high-dimensional, abstract data.
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Marine Wildlife Behaviour Data

Daily Diary Devices

Indirectly record animal behaviour

Large number of varying sensors:

• Tri-Axial Accelerometers

• Compass

• Pressure

• Light intensity

Record data at approx. 11 times a second 

for up to a week.
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Marine Wildlife Behaviour Data

Used on a large variety of animals:

• Penguins

• Sharks

• Turtles

Demonstrate our visualizations on 

this data. Aim to assist in 

exploration, analysis and 

presentation of behaviour data.
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Grid-Tools Data

• Admittedly we currently don’t use any artificial test data!

• Would be beneficial within testing + effectiveness of viz…

• Perhaps produce test data with encoded trends and see if 

we can ‘find’ these using our techniques.
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Hybrid, Multi-Dimensional 
Visualization

Naïve visualization approach - Directly draw lines from parallel 

axes to spherical axis.

Problem: Occlusion & Slow Interaction speeds

Sub-set of 2764 time-steps.
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We introduce the following user-options to assist in mitigating 

these problems:

1.Displaced spherical coordinate system to reduce occlusion, 

2.Curved polylines (hermite bezier curves) for enhancing 

visual perception,

3.Extended spherical, angular histograms for reducing 

overplotting and the computational complexity of parallel 

coordinates.

Our Visualizations
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Video Demonstration
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Future Work

• Investigate applying multiple spherical axis for data sets with 

multiple vector attributes. E.g. Compass components

• Integrating magnitude as well as direction into our visualization 

technique.

• Domain expert review – To discover the effectiveness of our 

technique for marine wildlife data.

• … Many more!

http://www.swan.ac.uk/science/
College of Science
Swansea University

Conclusion

• Seen our work-in-progress solutions to integrated parallel 

coordinates with a spherical coordinate system.

• A naive approach suffered from many downfalls.

• We introduced the following user options to mitigate these:

– split sphere for reducing occlusion, 

– curved polylines for enhancing visual perception,

– spherical angular histograms for reducing computational 

complexity.

http://www.swan.ac.uk/science/
College of Science
Swansea University

Thanks for listening! 

Questions?
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